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Everett Chandler, D ean of students. 
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Administration 
People Behind The People 

Who Are the "We" of Poly? 
In 1968 "we" are ten thousand 
individuals: students, faculty, staff, 
administrators. Each has his own 
private hopes, his own personal 
aspirations for the future. As a 
member of one or more of some 
two hundred college·related organ­
izations each gives up some of his 
individual freedom to work with 
others for common purposes. 
Cal Poly is what it is today be­
cause of the power of people work­
ing together; its future is dependent 
upon that same force which our 
forefathers symbolized simply in 
the phrase: "We, The People." 
It is "we" who are going to 
decide when things should remain 
the same and when they should 
change. We are the innovators and 
we are the stabilizers. May we 
have the wisdom and the under­
standing to build a Cal Poly con­
stantly appropriate to the times! 
Robert E. Kennedy 
President 
Seated: Dale W. Andrews, Academic Vice 
President, Standing: Haro ld 0 . Wilson, Act: 
ing Administrative Vice President 
Left: Robert E. Kennedy, President 

Faculty 
People Who Inspire 

13 
Instructor Kenneth Haggard answers on the job query from Leif Thompson . 
Architecture Faculty 




William B. Dickens 
Eric Dluhosch 
Handel J. Evans 
Francois J . Gabriel 
Donald P. Grant 
R. L. Graves 
Kenneth Lloyd Haggard· 
Louis Hampton 
George Hasslei n 
George Ikenoyama 
Allan J ohnson 
Thomas V . Johnston 
Keith Granville 




Architecture Faculty (Cant) d) 
Hans Mager 
W i llard McGonagill 
Paul R. Nee! 






John P. Reuer 
Kenneth Schwartz 

























































Rodeo participation is a big part of the school year for many Cal Poly students. 
16 
Agriettlture F amlty (Con(d) 
Showmanship is an integral part of Cal Poly's School of Agriculture 
Dairy 



























C. Dean Piper 
V eterinary Science 
John K. Allen 




Applied Arts Faculty 




































William D. Curtis 
Erland G. Dettloff 
Edward Ernatt 
M. Dale Federer 
Billie Gibbion 




Edward H. Rowins 
Harry Scales 
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Applied Arts Faculty (Cont'd) 
Will iam Johnson, advisor of the Cal Po ly March­
ing Band, inspired the musical "half-times" at 
footba ll games. 
H.P. Davidson greets Homecoming Queen . Many hours of 




Robert L. Sorensen 
Barron J . Wiley 
Eng. & Speech 
Paul B. Anderson 
Robert L. Andrein i 
Stanley Barr 
Pau l G. Blied 
Max Darnielle 
Eve lyn deVoros 
James R. Emmel 
Eugene ]. Gawain 
D avid i\1. Grant 
Wilfred M. Green 
Robert P. Hansen 
Robert]. Huot 
Starr Jenkins 




Robert G. Lint 
Ena Marston 
John H. Matt 
Keith Nielsen 
Michael P. Orth 
Willard Pederson 
Eugene G . Prater 
H abib Sheikholes lami 
Glen H. Smith 
William W ahl 
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Applied Arts Faculty (Cont'd) 
Education does not always m~an teaching 
people what they do not know. It means 
teaching them to be disciplined mentally. 
It is not teaching youth the shapes of let­
ters and the tricks of numbers and then 
leaving them to let their hard-earned skills 
and knowledge decay and rust. It means, 
on the contrary, training them to seek 
knowledge for knowledge's sake, taking joy 
in the pursuit. It is a painful, continual and 
difficult work to be done by kindne:;s, by 
watching, by warning, by precept, and by 
praise, but above all by example. 
























Emanuel R. Heifetz 











Victor A. Buccola 
Stuart Chestnut 
F. Sheldon Harden 
William R. Hicks 
Vaughan D. Hitchcock 
Leroy Hughes 




Robert A. Mott 
Evelyn Pellaton 
Printing Tech & Mgmt. 
James H. Babb 
Rod Carruthers 
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Printing Tech & iVI gmt. 
W es ley T. Dunn 
Lawrence H . Eckrote 
C. Hero ld Gregory 
H enry E. Howe 
Joseph Truex 
T ec!Jiliccd Art.r 
Rona ld Hall 
Kenneth Kimball 
Myron McAlli ster 
]. M . i\fcRobbie 
J ames E. Rice 
Nelson Smith 
J. Edward Strasser 








Applied Sciences Faculty 
Where Theory And Philosophy Meet 

Bio. Sci. 
John Appl egarth 
James Bacon 
Charl es W . Baker 
Fred Clogs ton 
Robert F: Hoover 
Richard F. N elson 
G lenn A. Noble 
Robert J. Rod in 
D av id H . Thomson 
Chemist rv 
H owa rd D . ·Wa lker 
H arold .J. W atson 
M athematics 
Sabah Al-Hadad 
Robert 0 . But ler 
J oseph Car lson 
]. T. Culbertson 
Jordan E. D etzc:r 
Robert H . Dourson 
Charl es A. El ston 
0 .] . Falkenstern 
Kenneth Fuller 
W ilbur C. Hogan 
G il be rt L. Homfeld 
George Lewis 
.J ohn H . l ow ry 
Geo rge R. Mach 
J ohn H . Manning 
Richard B. Sca la 
J oseph B. Stefanan 
Alan T. K. W ang 
Mil o E. W hitson 
Frede ri ck G . Wild 
John A . W ocdworth 
Physics 
A. J. Brunk 
l aurence H . Carr 
Ralph M. D eVri es 
Robert H . Fros t 
Tey moor Geday loo 
Robert E. Holmquist 
Bla ine N . Howard 
Leo n W . Magur 
T. M . Rickansrud 
Dav id M . Roach 
22 
The Pragmatics Of The Laboratory 

Arthur A. Rosen 
\]('- L. Van" rn"aardc n 
RalphS . Vra·n; 
Lloyd]. Work 
Soc. Sci. 
\X1illi:un M . Alexandc:r 
Thomas F. Nolan 
1\!. Eugene Smith 
R.O .T .C. 
Elmer H . B.t uer, Col. 
Pc-ter f. H.tumann. SFC. 
D e n 1>hillips. 1\l.tj o r 
fredt-ritk A. Rall.l\faj . 
Arnold T. Rossi. Capt. 
Rohert i\[. Sikc:s. M . S"t. 
Lee D. Smart. i\fajor · 
D ouglas W. Smith. Capt. 
Library 
Harry L. Strauss 

Pea rl Turner 

-
Mr. Harold Cota of the Environmental 
Engineering Department "".i'lains the 
equipment in tht air pollutwn labora­




Theory And Application 
Mr. William Phaklides , instructor in Envir­
on mental Engineering D epartment, expl ains 
the fun ction of the 48 Points Strip Chart 
reco rder. 
Aero. E"K· 
Lester W . Gustafson 
Em1i1'on. Eng. 
William ) . Phakilid es 
Elec. Eilf!,. 
George S. Furimsky 

Herbert L. Miles 

T:/eclrol!. E11g. 
T . L. Chnu 

Ed"'ard ]. Clerkin 

Freem,w Freitag 
Mi chae l H a"'es 
H arold ) . H endriks 
Charles ·A . H era ld 
John B. Rapp 
Fred H . Steuck 
Donley). Winger 
flldll.il. E11g. 




)ames R. Golden 

George E. Hoffman 

Mfg. Pmce.r.re.1 
Richard E. H all 
Leo E. Rogers 
Mech. Eng. 
Chester 0. Bishop 

Franklin S. Crane 

Edward R. Garner 

Raymond G. Gordon 

Earl R. H esch 

Roger A . Keerh 
Ri~hard T. Kombrink 
Leon F. Ost<:yee 
R. \X' a ll atc Reynol ds 
joy 0. Ri chardson 
Herman \X1<:st 
JVeld. &. iHe!ctl. E11g. 
Enriro P . Bongio 
Harry M . Ho~egg<: r 
Edwin M. Pearre 
Gl enn E. Seeber 
Ot·ien W. Simmons 




Architecture 	 borothy Pollock Omer K. Whipple Library 

Robert F. Asbuq• Glenn A. Ridler Les lie A. Whitaker Joy Berghell 

Frank J. Vanasek Hewitt G. Wight
D. Stewart Kerr Charles R. Beymer 

Rodney R. Levin Lel and Webb Max Thomas Wills Fred Genthner 

Ralph K. Nunley Irwin A. ~illson MarshallS. Wright Jr. Phyllis Hansen 

Rudol ph A. Polley F. Helen MacKenzie 
Etlf!.lish & SpeechNed A. Rogoway 	 Mathematics Lois C. Makin Elilabeth Anderson David Romero 	 Olive M. Andersen Angelina MartinezGordon Bailey Joh~ R. Ross 	 Robert A. Bentley Klaus MusmanRobert BootheFred H. Schott 	 James E. Biby P. Lane Page M arvin D . Brown Robert E. Williams 	 Francis Catalina Evelyn Reagan H. D avid Evans Robert Cortell 	 Catherine Schneider Arthur F rietzsche Joyce R. Curry 	 Ruth G . Spencer Agriculture 	 Shirley Hickman Jack B. Dixon 	 Nicholas SzigethyAJ:. Education 	 Gloria Jameson Volmar Folsom 	 Glenn V. Whaley H. H . Burlingham 	 Margaret Perrin Curt is F. Gerald 	 Edward WilkByron Harrison 	 James Peterson Jesse B. Goode 	 Evelyn Wood Byrd Price 
Thomas E. Hale Af!.. EnJ!.ineerinJ: 	 )ames E. Simmons C. J. Hanks 	 Engineering Frank Coyes 	 J. Murray Smith Reino Hannula Carol Straus 	 Aeronautical Enf{ineerin~:Charles T. HaskeiJ Animal Husbandry 	 Isaac N . Walker Alfred E. Andreoli Rex l. Hutton Spelman Collins 	 Charles P. Davis W. Boyd .Judd Robert Hadley 	 H ome Economics Frank J. HendelElmo A. Keller Sarah Burroughs 	 Louis C. MiiJerPaul S. LansmanCroPs 	 Bertl1a Everhart Leo F. PhilbinGeorge C. LaumannDouglas Frago 	 Lel li e Labhard Clifford J. Price Y. L~on MaksoudianJames Hallett 	 Jean Li!jestrand AI len M. Zollars George A. McMeen Howard Rhoads 	 Grania Lindberg AIJen D . MiiJer Renuka Raghavan 	 Environmental Enf{ineerinl!. Peter L QuinnFarm ManaJ!.emenJ 	 Mildred Roske Ray Allen Chester H . Scott Gaylord Chizek 	 Patr icia Saam Harold M. Cota 0. T. Snodgrass Edgar H yer 	 Gretchen Streicher! Ted G. Graves Charles S. ThomasHarold Morris 	 Bruce Tjaden Joseph A. Hope Neal R. Townsend John Rogalla 	 Ang li W ai Rod ney G . Keif Arthur D. Wirshup James M. McGrath 

Food Processinf{ Physic<~! EductJtion Philip W . B. Niles
PhysicsThomas M. Lukes 	 Frank Egenhoff Woodford E. BowlsThomas Meyer 	 David Grosz Electrical EnJ:ineerilll!.Robert H . Brown De Witt Sampson 	 Dwayne G . Head Warren R. Anderson WiiJiam E. ClementsRober t Hernandez 	 Fred W . Bowden W alter E. ElliottSoil Science 	 James .Jensen Richard K. Dickey Lewis HammittBruce A. Dickson 	 Frank Limon E. L. Fryberger 

Richard Purce ll Russell Korsmeyer 
Ray J . Holt A.l.D. 	 Aernat S. J ames Iames Sanderson 	 Alexander Landyshev Joseph Earley 	 Herbert Kabat Mary L Stallard 

Cla rence H. Ward Electronics Enf!.ineerinl{
Vance D . Lewis 
Applied A,-ts William W as il Kenneth O zawa Richard A. Bucich 

Audio Visual Mary L. White Clifford B. Cloonan 
Gordon A. Silver 

Wanda Lovelady Jerry l. Dillion 

Emanuel Furst 
Applied Sciences Social Scie11ces 
Business Administration 	 Vernon N. Betourne Irvin J. Kogan Bio/of!.ical Science Roy Anderson 	 David 0. Christensen John W. McCombsTracey G. Call Edward S. Barber 	 Norman Chuikshanks W . H. Mcintyre Harry L. Fierstine Lawrence Baur 	 Ralph W. Dilts Wayne E. McMorranHarry C. Finch John H. Beebe 	 James L. Fitts Larry D . Moore R. Cley Hatfield 
·William M. Boyce 	 Ann Fowler D ennis N. Homan Ralph Campbell 	 Michel Franck Industrial Enf{ineerinf!.C. Dennis H ynes Roy W. Gustafson George M . Eastham 	 George P. Gabbert Alfred Lazarus Paul E. SchefferFred L. Glenn 	 David R. Gray David Montgomery john Hamers 	 Donald Hensel P. C. Pendse M:mufacturinf!. Processes John B. Hirt 	 Judith KobayashiRichard A. Pimentel Frank Leroi 	 Scott M aughan Ellard W. Betz Ronald L. RitschardDorothy McLinn 	 Peter H . Molnar Carlos C. Richards Aryan I. Roest Eugene L. O 'Connor 	 Michael O 'Leary Francis F. WhitingShirley R. SparlingDominic PereiJo 	 B. L. Scru_ggs 
Walter E. Rice William Stansfield Robert E. Treacy 	 ;'.lechanical Enf!,ineerinf!.William Thurmond Herman Voeltz James G. Andresen 
Tony Stapley DerreiJ B. White Jay Von Werlhof Robert M. Johnston 
John L. Trammell ·Barbara J. Young Don C. Lemmon 
J. Weldon Rohner 
Chemistr_y D . John Price Robert Vartan Alan W. Cobb Edward 0. StoffelEducation 	 Clyde E. Davis Military Science Howard F. Stoner Roger Bailey Charles E. DiiJs Charles E. Brogdon, SFC 
Bernard Dusek A. L. Houk Charles A. Crawford, SFC JPeldiltf? & Metal En~:in eering Marjorie S. Hart Jerome F. Houlis 	 Ernest M. Joy . Thomas D. Kay Erna Knapp Bruce Kennelly Bernard]. Meehan, Sgt. MaJ. 

Bernice Loughran linda Anne Nagel George Silva, Major 

William ewman James M . Peters Edward S. Taut, S/Sgt. 

HoweiJ Pinkston RusseiJ Tice Paul C. Traver .Jr., SFC 

25 
Julian !71. !Jl(cy};ee 
JJ96-1967 
He was a builder. Builders see perspectives in 
relation to need and satisfaction. Julian A. McPhee 
foresaw a need for a special kind of college for a 
special kind of youth ... Implementing this was the 
satisfaction. Needs and satisfactions are impermanent, 
however, for they change with "the times"-so Julian 
McPhee tried to keep the changes reasonable and 
gradual Jest they topple the unfinished work. Could 
any man do more? 
Some say Julian McPhee "dreamed" of a great 
Cal Poly but a dream is a wisp of thought in the 
subconscious. Julian McPhee's contributions to edu­
cation and life were most conscious. The substance 
of his life work was real, as Cal Poly is very real. 
26 
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ASI Officers 

ASI PRESIDENT- RUSH HILL 
They Guide The 
College is the vehicle to obtain your goals in later life. Used 
wisely, the benefits are countless. 
I do hope that during this past year you have become totally in­
volved in your college and the college community. Classroom ex­
periences are, or have been for those of you who are graduating, a large 
part of your education; however there was, and still is, a great wealth 
of opportunity awaiting you in co-curricular activities. If you are not 
graduating, and have not been involved, I strongly urge you to become 
involved during the next year. Its personal rewards far surpass any 
class grade of "A." 
As your President, I have been concerned with your well being 
while at Cal Poly. It has been my task to help you obtain the educa­
tional experience you came here to receive. 
With the changing trends of "student power" my job has been 
difficult, but by no means impossible. My greatest aid has been the 
other excellent ASI officers, my hard working staff, my courageous per­
sonal secretary, and you. Cal Poly has also been blessed with a wonder­
ful faculty and administration. To all of you, I send my many thanks . 
Possibly time will show us that the 1967-68 academic year has been 
a step of progress for us, the students. I certainly hope so. I do know 
it has been a very rewarding year for me, and for this I thank you. 
Rush Hill, President President Rush Hill with his secretary Cheryl Forrester and 
his assistants Bill Cummings and Richard Freidel. 
30 
ASI VICE PRESIDENT-AMOS NGONGI 
People of Poly 
ASI SECRETARY-SAMMY DOZIER 
ASI CHIEF JUSTICE-STEVE ELEY 
31 
El Rodeo Yearbook 




































Sharon Chatman has a special seat; John Reynolds and Cathie Corrie ex­
change view points ; Pam Pike discusses boys with her sister Cynthia. All 
these are members of the El Rodeo Loyalty Society. 
John Reynolds, editor, finds amusement at times . 
Ermanno Arrizi is Advertis­
ing manager. 
Mr. Vincent Gates is puzzled 






Serving as a· source of contro­
versy, humor, and information, 
M11stang Daily chronicled the year 
through its tri-weekly publication. 
Managing Editor Sharon Murphy. 
Editor-in-Chief Steven G. Riddell. 
1111 
First quarter Editor-in-Chief Joe 
Hannigan. 
Mustang Daily newsroom, information nerve center for Cal Poly campus. Nina 
Zacuto explains line point of journalism to George Ramos. 
Press Club members provide backbone for highly praised Mus­
tang Daily staff. 
33 







Serving as the legislative branch of Cal Poly's student government is SAC. 
Student Affairs Council enacts policies and has ultimate authority over SAC 
funds. SAC meetings are open to all students. Council comprises the ASI Pres­
ident, Vice-president and Secretary, three representatives from each School coun­
cil, one from People to People, one from Inter-Hall Council, Finance Committee, 





Bottom Row: Advisor Glenn Seeber, Steve Eley, Carol Lawrence, Ron Perry. Row 2 : Rick Sturgeon, Tom Nevins, Steve Ballentine. 
Student Executive Cabinet 
Bottom Row: D. R. Jennings, s. Varrati, s. Dozier, R. Gersten. Row 2: H . D. Walker, R. Hayden, R. Hill , ]. KnoblQch, M. Robinson. 
35 
Student Government ( Cont'd) 
Finance Committee 

Bottom Row: Roy Gersten, Sharon Vondracek, larry Annis, Jeanne Gilmore, Ginny Reed. Row 2: Anthony Silva, Mitchel l. Kotula, Michal 
Robinson, Harry M. Clyde. Row 3: David C. Bonngeim, David Lloyd Walker, Renil C. Liner (Advisor), D avid lorgu Walker, Rush Hill. 
The responsibility of preparing a balanced 
budget for the Associated Student Body goes to 
the Finance Committee, composed of three rep­
resentatives from each School, one faculty advi­
sor and the chairman. All requests for ASI funds 
must be approved by this committee. Requests 
for funds which are deemed necessary are sent 
by the committee to SAC for final approval. 
36 
Bottom Row: Sheryl Roberts, Dick Sims, Sue Campbell, Dennis R. Jennings. Top Row: Gene Lilly, Jim Chernoff, Bruce Larson, Joe Corbelli, Steve 
Sefton. 
College Union College Union 

Board Special Events 

The College Union, known as C.U., has eight This committee sponsors everything from paint­
committees, each responsible for a particular type of outs to Sadie Hawkins Day. It sponsors intra-mural 
activity. C.U. Board acts as the coordinating unit. games and contests including fashion contests, and 
C.U. belongs to the international Association of Col­ mixes. Anyone interested in a hard working mem­
lege Unions and sends a delegate to the regional bership with many rewards would do well to con­
conference. sider joining this group. 
Mike Luna, Mark Weller, Rosamund Hale, Sheryl Roberts, Mike Umekrsa, Ruth Dillon, Dennis Jump, Charlyn Hyde. 
37 
Student Government ( Cont)d) 
The College Union Assembly Committee is in charge of 
planning and booking the big name entertainment presented 
on campus. They also have the job of advertising, and public­
ity. This year they made a big hit with students by presenting 
such well-known names as the Seekers, Grass Roots, Good 
Time Singers, and The Doors. 
A Ti77ze For Entertctinment 
College Union Assembly 
Bottom Row: Gary Gardner, Jeanne Gilmore, Shirley McCandless, Cyndie Wil lard, D ennis R. Jennings, Sara Strait, Dick Sims. Row 2 : Tasha 
Rone, Marilyn Ramires, Russ Gam ide, Tom lopez, Nancy Foytik, Terry F. Moore, linda DeWitt. Row 3: Tom E. McAleese, French Morgan, 
Fritz Wideman, Dan Fisher, Beverly Herbert, Russell Bik, Nickie McDonald. Row 4: Bruce larson, John Rollins, Greg Williams, Jeff Whit· 
taker, Foster Karkofe, Ward Fanning, John Tucker, Dennis Jump. 
38 
Wow Board 
WOW-"Week of Welcome" is 
a freshman student's introduction 
to college life. Set in a camp on 
the ocean he finds out what 
campus life will require, whom he 
will meet and what problems will 
c::m front him. It's a fun time with 
seri ous overtones. Plann ing and 
sched uling of WOW events is the 
chore of WOW Board members 
who arc freshmen of other yea rs 
and who help guide the newcomer. 
A big job for dedicated Poly 
leaders. 
Jim Johnson, Rick Hayden, D an Merrin, Dick Johns, Marilyn Callaway. Charlie ommer. 
Presenting speakers who are personally involved in cur­College Union Forum rent problems is one of the contributions of the CU. forum 
Committee. felix Greene, noted autho rity on Vi etn:un and 
Dick Gregory, comedian and civil rights :lCt i,·ist, were 
among the many personalities presented this year. 
Bob Turner, Te rn Bassett, Linda Rhodes. Sue Campbell. Mike 
Umehara, Ren Liner 
T 
39 




Organized this year was 
the College Union Games 
and Hobbies Committee. 
With an eye to the new 
College Union, the com­
mittee serves as overseer 
for chess, bowling, table 
tennis, and various crafts. 
They also will guide 
formation of new hobby 
and interest groups . 
The World Outside 
The Classroom 












The Publisher"s Board supervises the campus newspaper, Mustang Daily; the yearbook, El Rodeo, and other publica­
ti ons fina nced with fu nds provided by the Associated Students. Bottom Row: Warren Burgess, Randy Brame, Dennis 
Roberts, Joe Hannigan. Row 2: Wayne Shaw, J ohn Healey, Brent Keetch, Karen Froyland , Bill Gibeaut, Harry 
Clyde, Bob Spiller. 
40 
College Union Films 

Bottom Row: Roy Urbach, Jacqueline Johnson, Richard Woodhams, Linda Bartlett, Bob Laffranci, Cindy Jones, Mark Ryken. Rou• 2: Ri ck Baggott, 
Gaylon Rude, Joseph Lui, Ken Kelley, D enni s Jones. Linda Courtemanche, Ralph Price. Row 3: Roger Desy, Kathy Gibson, Gene Lilly, Mars ha 
Prochaska, Roger Werner, John Lynch, Judy Brunberg. Row 4: Carl Jacobs, Gail Ross, Dirf Madden, Dennis McGuire, Bob Bettencourt, Rod 
Allen, Roy Minton. 
College Union Drama 
Bottom Row: Sandy Ellis, Bernie Sullivan, Patty Schramm, Gene Gretchen. Row 2: Elaine 
Fourner, Jim Chernoff, Ted Hicks, Showanda Smeltzer, Robert Aries. Val Rebhahn. 
C.U. Films 
Remember "Irma la Douce" and "Cat 
Ballou" I The College Union Films comm it­
tee was responsible for these and other cam­
pus movies, ranging from comedy to se rious 
drama and foreign films. 
C.U. Drama 
The audience gasps as Dracula stealthily 
glides across the. stage, his black cape stream­
ing behind him. Suspense 1 The Drama Com­
mittee selected this play and others, made 
the scenery sets and produced them- plays 
like "The Lady's Not for Burning," "Spoon 
River," and "Room Service." 
41 
Student Government (Con!' d) 
Another Board of Note 

Bottom Row: Ann Woolley, Larry Cereghino, Betty Brackenridge, Roy Urbach, Jeanie Wood. Row 2 : Steven Varrati, Lee Thurston, Jack Wootan, 
Rickie Pina, Carrol Anderson, Dick Hall. Row 3: Dan Guthrie, Walt Patterson, John Butterbaugh, ]. Robert Burgoon, Barry Cunningham. 
Music Board 

The Music Board of Control is composed of representa­
tives from Women 's Glee, Men's Glee, the Majors and Mi­
nors, Collegians, Women's Sextette, Marching Band, Poly 
Strings and the Cal Poly Little Symphony. In addition to the 
music Tour in which several of the groups participate, the 
major activity for the Music department is the annual Home 
Concert presented during the Spring Quarter. The job of 
coordinating all these activities keeps this board humming. 
42 
Board of Athletic Control 

Rou• 1: Ron Rodman, Jim Martin , Mike Jones . Row 2 : Craig Brown, Bill Blount, Mike Neilsen. 
Don Drew, Alan Spencer, Mike Blair:, Ron Higgins, Larry Toombs. 
Homecoming Committee 
BAC coordinates athletic programs 
and stimulates sportsmanship in sports 
events; it advises on funds for varsity 
sports and guides college policy toward 
a meaningful goal of participation and 
support on and off campus. 
Thanks to better Homecoming Com­
mittee work , the college's annual Home­
coming parade and activities are more 
successful each year. Original and in­
novative ideas are encouraged , carried 
out, and gain wide publicity for Cal 
Poly. 
Bottom Row: Duane Paul, Melanie Dietz, James Cowles, Ray Sharpe. Row 2: Steven Riddell, D ouglas Koerper, Mitchel Kotula , 












Bottom Row : Bob laffranchi, lynn Jacalone, Ray Noji, Karen Webb. Row 2: Patrick Hannah, Ellen Owen, Gary Russell, Roy 
Minton. 
The C.U. Fine Arts Council was the guiding force behind the cultural movement at Cal Poly. They 
brought entertainment such as classical pianist Theodore Ullman, and flamenco guitarist Carlos Mon­
toya. In addition they sponsored other varied activities, such as paint-ins, student and faculty art ex­
hibits, and several well known lecturers. 
School"s councils guide student government and their delegates participate in all important decisions making bodies such as SAC. Each school has an 
active council such as these. 
44 
Mustang Marching Band 

Backed by the Letter Girls, the Mustang Marching band forms the tradi­

tional Poly 'P'. 

With the motto "Not as good as, but better than," the Mustang 
Marching Band, and the Cal Poly Concert band have provided added 
enjoyment and enthusiasm for sports events, and hours of musical 
pleasure during concert band performances. Ninety-one members make ( I 
up the marching band, and 72 members comprise the concert band. a Poly Concert Band 
Associate Dean of Activities Dr. Dan Lawson (seated ) discusses student entertainment plans with Elaine Gillis ard John lucin, Advisors. 
Whether students participate in two or twenty activities, Dr. Dan Lawson and the Activities staff 
serves them. Coordination of the yearly activity calendar and the weekly " Pony" ' are only two of their 
services. Student government, Dorm government, and activities, Welcome Week, Col lege Union Activ­
ities, Homecoming-all come under the professional guidance of the Activities Staff. In addition to 
group services, the staff keeps individual activity reco rds on each student. This "activity transcript" lists 
co-curricular membership and services plus an evaluation of student performances by officers and ad­
visors. Reco rds are used for reference in student employment and special appointments and honors. 
46 
Business As Usual 
ASI Style 
Roy Gersten and his staff are in charge of managing the business of the AS!. Mr . 
Gersten's job is to serve as budget and fiscal officer of student organizations. He is an 
ex-officio member of the Student Affairs Council, the Executive Cabinet, and the Finance 
Committee. The ' staff also arranges the annual music lours taken by various Cal Poly 
music groups and coordinates public relations between the coll ege and the community. 
Seated : Roy Gersten and Mrs. Phyllis Stewart. Slt111di11g: Ethyl Spry, Connie Khinoo, and Wayne Shaw. 
47 
Homecoming 
Queen Geralyn Rahmn 
48 
'Good Grief'- Theme 
"Nobody understands crabby people"-unless 
they've just gone through an eventful but sleepless 
Cal Poly Homecoming week-end. As the sun went 
down Friday the /lames of the rally bonfire ignited 
Homecoming spirit and activities were underway. 
Even though she didn't have curly hair, Geralyn 
Rahmn, when announced as Homecoming Queen, 
was received with a burst of applause. Miss Rahmn 
was attended by Lisa Dawson, Terri Hawk, Candie 
Torrigiani, Jane Haddock and Gretchen Gobler. En­
thusiasts then moved on to the Men's Gym where the 
College Union sponsored "Doors" concert was begin­
ning. Schroeder and his piano couldn't have drawn 
a larger audience, 4154 devotees of "acid" rock pack­
ing the gym and absorbing the sounds provided by 
the Thunder-Mugs, the Lyrics and the "Doors." 
While the gym rocked with sounds, other campus 
buildings shook with hammering and last minute work 
sounds as club workers raced against the clock to 
meet the judging deadline and parade time. At 10:30 
Saturday morning, the parade stepped off with Linus, 
Snoopy, Lucy and good-ole Charlie Brown well rep­
resented. Sweepstakes was taken by Poly Phase engi­
neering club which featured Charlie himself missing 
a field goal. Grabbing a quick lunch, the crowds 
moved on to the Homecoming Game against Long 
Beach State. Even a grid defeat failed to dampen 
spirits and Poly "dollies" rushed home to artfully 
cover the lack-of-sleep circles under their eyes and 
prepare for the Ball. Soft lights and music with a 
gentle beat soothed couples at the Homecoming Ball, 
and the College-scheduled weekend activities drew 
to a close as Geralyn Rahmn was officially crowned 
and danced the traditional "First Dance" with Gene 
Cox, winner of the Ugly Man Contest. 
Good Grief-it was tiring! Good grief-it was 
fun! 
L. to R.: Gretchen 
Gobler, Terri Hawk, 
Jane Haddock, Can­
die Torrigiani, Lisa 
Dawson 
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The Poly Phase club entry in the annual Homecoming parade took the Sweepstakes trophy. 
John Rohde leads the cheer 
for a valiant team during the 
Homecoming game. 
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The homecoming spirit was 
ignited at the traditional 
Homecoming bonfire rally. 
The Mustang Marching Band with their high-stepping and fast-marching antics lifted the spirit if not the score. 
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Campus Drama 
Activities ( cont1d) 
Robert T. Knowles, director of "Room Serv­
ice," set the stage for actors Keith Graham, Ed 
Wilkinson, and Gaylon Rude. The comedy was 
given Feb. 16 and 17, and its locale was set in 
a huge New York hotel room. In the play, a 
Broadway producer tries to find a backer for his 
most recent play. Trouble results when he can't 
find one. As a result, the producer and his 14 
member cast are almost forced to leave their hotel 
room. Sets, acting, directing and costuming were 
done completely by the English department drama 
students. 
Top: Producing a play is much more 
than grease paint and fancy costumes. 
Rigbt: The play within a play. 
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The Sounds of Music. 

From Ivory To Brass 

Concert Pianist Theodore Ullman played 
on campus under auspices of the CU. Fine 
Arts Committee. Mr. Ullman enjoys an 
enviable reputation for his piano artistry, 
and his performance was well received in 
the college's Little Theater. 
The Mustang Marching Band presented 
Bandorama, a musical recap of the group's 
football shows. The 91 member band, ac­
companied by eight college song girls, pre­
sented songs from popular musicals through 
grand opera. 
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Above left: The Seekers in Concert 
Below left: Cal Poly's Majors and Minors 
Abot•e right: Jim Morrison of the D oors socks out "light my fire" 
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Music Lovers Seek The 

Doors To Good Times 

The Men's Gym reverberated with a variety of sounds this year 
sponsored by the College Union Committee. Casting a musical spell 
over the listeners was the Australian popular folk-rock group, The 
Seekers, on October 6th. Sounding out such hits as "Georgy Girl" 
and ' 'I'll Never Find Another You," the performers received a 
standing ovation. 
Mattresses and pillows filled bleachers on the night of October 
27 while fans grooved to the sights and sounds of the Doors at 
the Pillow Concert and psychedelic light show. 
Cal Poly's favorites, the Majors and Minors, the Women's Glee 
and the Collegians brought countless hours of harmonious listening 
music to Cal Poly students . 
Above: Cal Poly Women's Glee Club 
Below left: Collegians in concert 
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WOW Summit Conference 
Most students begin their Cal Poly career by participating 
in the Week of Welcome. They find themselves in a swirl of 
activities ranging from dances and hootenannies to tours 
around the campus and speeches on "campus survival." A 
great deal of foresight and planning goes into making this 
week a memorable event for the new Poly students. The 
counselors are chosen many months before and are trained to 
be as helpful as possible to confused new students. The WOW 
Summit Conference is the very last meeting before the coun­
selors plunge into the hectic but fun Week of Welcome. 
Snack Bar 
"So this is the snack bar I've heard so much 
about!" The booth which drew this comment 
was a satire on our snack-bar on campus dreamed 
up by a few fun-loving students . Their sense of 
humor was appreciated by Vicki Flavell and Russ 
Coplon and the "snack bar" was in business for 
a short time. 
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Activitie.r ( ContJd) 
Drop In and Paint Out 

"I think a little more red will add the finishing touch ..." Of all the crazy things to do during your lunch break, a paint-out 
beats all. The object seemed to be to dodge all blobs of paint flying your way and still plaster your neighbor with as much color 
as possible ... and that is just what happened. The event was quite a feat for Liza Gonzales while Keith Thrift and Larry Moffitt 




Activities ( cont1d) 
I, A Tribute To The Auto 

'I 
So Soon To Be No More 
With every positive decision there must be an accompanying re­
jection of other alternatives. Such a decision has been made at Cal Poly. 
In the interest of more classrooms and dorms and with the advent of 
student projects such as the Kiosk, the automobile has been consigned 
to an on-campus demise. In the near future we will have what has been 
glibly called a "walking campus." In recognition of this new legacy, 
it is essential that recognition be given to the old-the auto. We will 
have proof of what the "old days" were on campus-days when track 
star prowess was not a prerequisite to class participation. 
A student, one jump ahead, styles the future . 
Many were the modes of campus transportation. 
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The dunes of nearby Pismo Beach have g iven many happy hours to the Cal Poly "Goat. " Here Doug Koerper puts his four-wheel drive machine 
up, up and away. 
0 ~ (' ,(\~~~ 
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Clubs and Organizations 
HUI O'HAWAII-Bottom Row: Alvin Matuura, Ray Motoyama, Kiyoto Fujita, Gary Motoyam-a, Tommy Shinsato. Row 2: Glenn Arakaki, Susie 
Boyle, Lani Chillingworth, Cathy Cole, Ronald Liyehara, Alan Shinseki. Row 3: Barbara Christiansen, Wendall D ang, Baba · Young, Steven Tsu­
gawa, Edwin Ige, Clark H ashimoto. Row 4: Warren Gouveia, Rich Kruse, J amie Anderson, Delbert Barich, Gordon Motta, Steve Johnson, K. B. 
Tester. 
PAKISTAN STUDENTS- Bottom Rou;: S. Qureshi, S. Kazmi, M . Sange, A. Ghazi, M. Ibrahim. Row 2: A. 
Kanm, T. Lakhany, A. Dofkt, A. Ma)ld, S. Khan. Row 3: M. N ajmi, A. Mohammad, S. Hasan, D. Khan. 
Row 4: ] . Dadabhoy, A. Baluch, F. Ahmed, F. Majid, R. Hassan, K. Amanullah . 
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African Students Club 

To promote cooperation among the different Afri ca n 
students and to encourage appreciation of African cultu re 
is the purpose of the Afri can Students Club. A talent 
show at Homecoming, an exhibition at Poly Royal, and 
displays of African arts, clothing and crafts have been 
the activities of this group. 
Muslim Students Club 

One of the many different aims of the Muslim Stu­
dents Club is to bring together Cal Poly Students of 
the Moslem Faith. Membership is open to anyone, but 
the club at this time has gained most of its membership 
from foreign countries. Their exhibits :tt Poly Royal have 
always been high on the list of "must see" attractions. 
Bottom Rou•: Philemon Buhwa, Said A. Said , Fes tus Soribe, Amos go ng i. 
Rou• 2 : Michou Ohin, Shola Onipede, Isaac Ol adiji, Sunday Ebo joh. Row 
3: Chuka Ezikpe, Ali D ankintafo, Noel Pedanou, Garba Mohammed. Rou· 
4 : Hamma Hassane, Adekunl e Taiwo, Obediah Butscher, Homevor 
Augustin, John Buless Gbenedio. 
Bottom Row: Mohammed Yunus Ibrahim, Ahmed Bashira Ghazi, Said A. Said, Sultan W. Khan, Sheikh Ashar Majid, Abdul Jabbar Karim, 
Khaza leh Rouhani, M. Jaffer Abdullah Sange, Sibte Murtaza Kazmi, Mohamed Hermes. Row 2: Shirley Bakhtiar, Taufiq H . Lakhaoy, Mohammad 
Fakhfoori, Mohammad Azam, Syed Yaqeeo Hasan Molammad Ali Ammadi, Misbahuddin Najmi, Dilawer Sher Khan, Sha1kh i\!.H. Qures l~1. 
Row 3 : Othman A. Ahmed, Yusuf H. Dadabhoy, Muhammad Aslam, Mohammad Reza Nematzadeh, Ibrahim H. Al-Anjari, Ahmad. A. Aked , 
Elsiddig M . At-Taras , Ahmed Bouzid, Seyd M. Rasoulioejad. Row 4 : Abbas Salehkhou, Amanullah Khawaja, Mohamed N. Fatam, T1J an1 GabsJ, 





People to People strives to bring 
students from all countries and 
backgrounds together to achieve 
greater understanding and friend­
ship. At present sixty-five countries 
are represented and participate in 
the informal coffee hours held each 
Friday. The purpose is expressed 
fully in their motto "the space 
that's really important to conquer 
is the space between people." 
Bottom Row: M. Al-Awadi, ]. Denney, P. Ramesh, M. Koyama, W. Etuke, L. Chatham, F. Soribe. 
Row 2: S. Said, M. Asail , N. Foytik, B. Bates, ]. Ammar, S. Ebojoh . Row 3 : 0. Ahmed, T. Hune­
eus, H. Bhatia, ]. Gbenedio, Y. Dababhoy, E. Ossandon. Row 4: H. Gruman, P. Calamatta, H . 
Hassane, A. Gonzalez, M. Mersman . 
Arab 
Students 
The Arabian students take an 
active interest in all facets of col­
lege life at Cal Poly. Their inter­
ests in spreading good will and 
knowledge is evident in their par­
ticipation in many clubs and stu­
dent activities. Upon graduation 
many will return home to become 
important members of their modern 
and growing society. 
Bottom Row: M. Aved, N. Hajj, A. Batterjee, G. Masri, N. Hamad, M. Muni, M. AI-Awadi. 
Row 2: A. Noaim, A. Jabeur, 0 . Ahmed, A. Al-Mussawi, I. Al-Anjari, A. Bouzid. Row 3: S. 




Girls in this organization are 
"pals" to children in the commu­
nity who are underprivileged or 
from broken homes or foster 
homes. They spend time each week 
with children on walks, to the mov­
ies, helping them with school home­
work and just being friends. 
Bottom Row: Patty Hove, Linda Crider, Peg Pearl, Janet Lovasz, Kathe Cummings, Sally Hoover. 
Row 2: Cathy Dawson, Bonnie Lamb, Sally Bolster, Trudy McClanahan, Jeanne Frye, Leslie Woods. 
Row 3: Anna Law, Bonnie Knowles, Vicki Bishop, Deborah Beck, Brad Graves, Lynn Jarvis, Leslie 
Latch, J iII Geissert, Chrisie Pierce. 
Nigerian 
Students 
Nigerian students stand out as 
industrious and dedicated. The ex­
change of cultural experiences and 
interests makes them an exciting 
group as they mix in Cal Poly's 
educational and social activities. 
Bottom Row: Timothy Kowobari, Wilson Etuke, Olufunke Taiwo, Shola Onipede. Isaiah Ilori. 
Row 2: S. Oladiji, Garba Mohammed, Gbenedid John, Sunday Ebojoh. Row 3: Abdum Mohammed, 
Jocob Alere, Peter Akintola, Adekunle Taiwo, Mohammed Swartz. 
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Activities ( contJd) Rallye Masters 
If you enjoy car rallyes, this 
is the club to join. Its purpose 
is to plan and present car ral­
lyes; usually one every two 
weeks. Their big event of the 
year is the "Rallye by the Sea", 
which is a time and distance 
rallye of about 250 miles. They 
welcome new members and a 
car is the only necessity. 
Tau Sigma is an honorary frater­
nity in Engineering. Highlight of 
the Poly campus chapter's activi­
ties is the tutoring lab held three 
days a week for students who re­
quire assistance in keeping up with 
studies, those who have been ill 
and missed assignments, those who 
need more time to comprehend dif­
ficult problems. The lab not on ly 
aids troubled students but indicates 
the service aspect of the organiza­
tion's members who are concerned 
with fellow-students' welfare. 
Bot/om Row, Ronald Shimamoto, Donald Crawford, Bruce Twining, Douglas Yung, James Elliott, Second Row, George Ferrell, Steve Cerri, Donald 
Gillis, Dennis Whitmire, Steven Peterson, Third Row, Tony Oliver, Ray Andrews, Fritz Henshaw, Michael Calvert, Larry Weese, Russell Maguire. 
Fourth Row, Toby Roberts, David Carter, Dennis Bevis, Michael Grove, Ted Slater, Dennis Thorpe. 
Bottom Row, Ken Gregory, Lynn Davis, Barbara Jeffers, Doug Stuard, Seco11d Row, Jon Spurlin, 
Dean Sapp, John Lucin (Advisor), Dennis Smith. 
Tau Sigma 
Bottom Row : Jim Mills, Norma Graves, Sandee Gorrindo, Gail Dannebaum. Ida Mae Mize, ]aye Sutherland, Bill 
Todd. Bill Bancroft. Row 2: Steve Hoefler, Jim Haro, LouElla Hudson, Jim Long, Gerald Laurie, Cheryl Slabey, 
David Frei, Karen Froyland, Ken Owrey. Row 3: Allen HJbicht, Thomas Paddock, R. Daniel Ashton, John Atchi-
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son, Frank Crowe, John Rohde, Jim Myers, Dave Boone, Ron Dawson. 	 Wh th , r· 1 11 · t 
enever ere s a tve y ra y, a rousmg roo ­
ing section, real swingin' yell leaders or clever, 
crowd-pleasing half-time activities, it's all the 
result of the Rally groups' hard work. They pro­
mote college spirit in many ways, from the 
planning to execution of stunts and athletic-Raily ClU b 	 oriented activities thn.t keep the rah-rah spirit 
alive . 
Bottom Row: Jim Mills, Quan Young, Conni Gordon, Norma Graves, Debbie Martin, Carolee Perrich, Cheryl Slabey. Row 2: Sue Knox, Steve> 
Hoefler, Kathe Cummings, Bill Bancroft, Donna Allen, Jim Haro, Dicki Henson, Mike Patterson1 Pat Everton, John Rohde, Pat Nixon. Row 3: 
Esther Donohoe, Jackie Phelan,. ]aye Sutherland, Lou Ella Hudson, Bob Manuel, Gail Stenerson, William Poncet ta , Karin Froyland, Chris Bruce, 
Jim Long, Neil Driscoll , David Frei, Rich Sidbeck. Row 4: Larry Brooks, Bruce Eidson, Ray Wallace, Sue Bain, Bill Todd, Jane Gorre ll , Thomas 
Paddock, Janet Morns, Ken Owrey, Allen Habicht, Peter Gilli, Dave Widauf, Fernando Mesq uita. Row 5: Tom Riley, Rob Erickson, Dave Boone, 
Gary Vilhaver, Dan Ashton, Ron Dawson, Doug Kolb, John Atchison, Jim Myers, Mike Rogers, Connie Horvath, Frank Crow, Andy Wilson, 




trips to Southern 
California, N orth­
ern California and 
the San Joaquin 
Vall ey highlight­
ed act iviti es for 
this year's Soi ls 
Club. The organ­
izati on is open to 
a ll members of 
th a t department. 
This g roup has 
sponso red speak­
ers, bar beq u es, 
picnics and other 
functions . 
Bollom Rou•: Major Lee Smart, Steve Mazurka, Jack Waite, Buz Spaulding, Dave Rosenberg, John Mackey, Franklyn 
Lee, Gary Coelho, Dane Askins , David Candelaria. Seco11d Rou•: John Dwyer, Mike Shields, Jim Turdici, Ross Gamble, 
Leonard Pederson, Blenn Miller, P~r Glyer, Gregory Desse l, Donald Webb, William Keas, D . X. Johns . Thit·d 
Row: Don Gilley, Frederick Gehring, David Plumer, William Betts, Robert Prasil, David Cunningham, Charles 
Stromme, Lucien Chaker, James Biermann, 1\{itchel Kotula, Alfred Lester, Ed Anderson, Harold Lemaire. Fout·th 
Rou• : Jeff Snyder, Robert Bolenbaugh, Larry lnselman, David Tocher, George Bower, Stephen Shalov, Charles 




Blade is one of 
the largest mili­
tary organizations 
m an insti tution 
of higher learn­
ing. Purpose is 
to further devel­
op and improve 
the standards of 
the ROTC. The 
club was fortun­
ate this year in 
sponso rin g the 
wmnmg H om e­
coming queen. 
Geralyn Rahmn. 
It also is involved 
in sponsoring and 
planning the an­
nu a l Milit a r y 
Ball. 
Bollom Rou•: Arnold Dean, Ralph Price, Michael Rondas, John Huston, Dan Ernstrom. Second Row: Raymond 
Leighty, W atkins Miller, Rich Morr ison, Larry Clement , Leonard Henson, Neil Ledford, Richard Mounts, D ean 
Pi per. Third Row: L. S. Carter, Ronnie Ryan, Wayne Kercher, Dav id Maurer, Scott Vasak, Kent Neveu, Gary 
Patterson, Mi chael Moore. 
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Interest in industrial technology, sa les, and teaching are quali­
fications for membership in the Technical Arts Society which isTechnical 
designed as a communication link between industry and schoo l. 
The professional and fraternal aspects of the society are promoted 
through social gatherings and guests speakers from industry and Arts Society education. 
Bot/om Row: Dr. J. M. McRobbie, Nelson Smith (Advisor), Ray Hobson, Robert S. Young, Carlos Cortes, Gary Hicks, Dan Robinson, Don 
Hedrick, Pete Herman, Bill Simon, Tim Boyle, Mike Harris. Rou• 2: Charles Jones, Arnie Watchempino, Rick Ernstrom, Ray Peart, Terry 
Recod, Bill Todd, Tom Wright, Bob Miner, John Mackey, Jim Jonte, James Rice, Myron McAllister. Row 3: Horton Haight, Febrdo Joseph, 
Roger Vincent, Howard Daughters, Ron Cornelius, Phil Lapin, Bill Goodwin, Geoffrey Monteith, Dennis Axteel , Wally Shelton, Dona ld Wilson, 
Raymond Wysock, Terry Starkel. Row 4: Steve Benedict, Craig Anderson, Dennis Miller, Jim Wilkins, Marvin Peters, David Rogers, Dennis 
Potter, Robert Stimple, Tom Mcintyre. Douglas Frampton, Calvin Kooiker, Richard Sciacqua. Row 5: John Atchison, Bernie Sullivan, Larry 
Miller, Robert Dicely, Chris Brown, Tim Kessler Ron McDonald Frank Crowe, Loren Fritz, Pancho Johnon, Bob Larkins, Charles Jennings, Ed 
Anderson, Mark Cooper. 
Sigma Delta Chi 
This professional society for men in journalism is 
ded icated to high ideals and standards of excellence and 
competence for its members. 
One goal of Sigma Delta Chi is professional enrich­
ment among male journalism students in college, and 
membership is by invitation only to those who meet the 
qualifications. 
The Cal Poly chapter of SDX is still young and 
necessarily small, but already has sponsored meritorious 
activities and projects, such as co-sponsorship of high 
school and junior college workshops on campus, contests, 
and exhibits to enhance journalistic accomplishments of 
students. 
These young men are the college's front ranks in the 
eternal fight to maintain a free press and the public's 
right to know the truth. 
Bottom Row: George Ramos, Joe Hannigan, Dennis Roberts, 
Ray Osborne. Row 2: Mike Williams, Dave Brockmann, Jim 





The Cal Poly Drill Team 
has twenty-two precision march­
ers. The team strives to im­
prove uniformity while im­
pressing on the rest of the 
ROTC program the importance 
of military precision. 
Farm 
Mgmt. Club 
The Farm Management Club 
is a social and service organi­
zation. It enters an animated 
float in the Homecoming pa­
rade and sponsors a queen 
jointly with the Boots and 
Spurs Club. They are com­
pletely in charge of the Coro­
nation Ball for Poly Royal. Bollom Row: James Biermann , Lee Thurston. Rou• 2: Craig Park, Scott Anderson, Bruce Pennings, 
George Horning. Row 3: Doug Hidek, Ronald Miyahara, Eugene Radvenis, Dave Forsyth. Row 4: 
George Adrian. Rob Sexton, Dave Cunningham, John Huston. Row 5: Michael Barron, Noel Shult, 
Dan Lickness, Larry Soderberg, Greg Piers. 
Bot/om Rou•: Steve Lucich, Mike Bowden, John Rogella, Ted Smith. Ed Hunsaker. Middle Row: AI Kalin, Fred Brown, Jim Wegis, Charles 
Vanoni, Tom Moiola. TofJ /?ow: Woody Dow, Roy Pennebaker, Bill Cochrane, Frank Borchard, E. W. Hudson, Herbert Fowler. 
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Boll om Row : Glenn Yee, Randall Clary, Ray Varcoe. Rou• · ~ · Walt 
Roschinger, Richard Jacoby, John Buck. 
A. I. P. 

The American Institute of Physics is a student 
chapter of the n.ttional profession,d organiz,ttion. 
Th~ club undert;tkes m.111y worthwhile activities 
during the year, some of \\'hich in( lude the 
entertaining of inAuent i,d speakers from such 
varied places as Hughes and Lockheed Aircraft 
Corporation. The club also p.trticip.ttLs in field 
trips to many industri .d set-UI)S. Ltbs. ,ulll ob­
servatories. 
During Poly Royal the Americ111 Institute of 
Phys ics will host its annua l b.tlll]UCt and provide 
entertainment for the Poly Ropl visitor. 
Honored nationally as the '"most .\Ctive temple, .. Scarab at Cd Poly is a c.unpus 
pace setter, and carries out city beautification projects. Members must ha,·e high acad­ Scarab 
emic standards and a record of real participation in worth\\'hile <tctivities in Architecture. 
Bollom Rou•: Kenda ll Young. Tony Chu, Shig Fujitani, ):tmc:s Schmida. Doug Danic:lson. Jeff Rogc: rs, Jerry Sabhat·a, Remold 
Briggs. Rou• 2: Roger Williams, Ross Carron , Jam<: Hobbs, Robet Fal aschi, Leon T. llfd \'aner, 1\fike Flrnn, Ronald Sakahara. John 
Caldwell, Steve Ellis .. Rou• 3 : Ian Harri son, Edward Skibitzke, Alan \X'illiams, Larrr W ce,c, Jim Ross, Dennis Thopc, K<:ith Larson. 
Pau l Smith, Rona ld Wylie, Roger Hartley. 
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What is campus life? Here are some views .. • 

" Life is wonderful, college is great, I can hardly wait for the quarter break." 
W atchful W aiting is the Chess Club's idea of kicks . 
Mrs. Aileen Botterill so lves transportation in her British way. 
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A SNAP demonstration on campus draws approximately 200 students to hear pro and con napalm arguments. 
Dave Markowitz, SNAP leader. 
1968 was the y.ear of nation­
wide student dissent. Vietnam, 
professor conduct, and civil lib­
erties headed the list of griev­
ences. Many college campuses 
throughout America were the 
Student wonders why. scene of violent and angry pro- Emily Perry questions reason. 
test. Cooler heads prevailed on 
this campus. Although SNAP, Students for New Action · Politi cs, tried to arrange a demonstration reception for the manufacturer of 
napalm, used in the Vietnam war, success was minimal. Approximate ly 200 students were on hand to hear SNAP arguments, but the 1 
majority were only there as spectators to a campus curiosity. Debate is healthy, and an active campus is important. SNAP exemsed 
its right to dissent, and· the student majo rity exercised its right of non-participation in the demonstration. President Kennedy praised 
SNAP's advisor, Ralph deKries, for SNAP's cool. 
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Horticulture isn't required to enjoy the trees. 	 Ed Anderson emerges from the bookstore with a paper bag and 
an empty wallet. 
Members of ROTC drill team; Dan Lickness, Mike Narron, and Dave Forsyth, improve their gun handling skills . 
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Bollom Row: Carol Jones, Sally Edgerly, Peg Pea rl , Kathy Mattson. Row Tu •o : Martha Starr, 
Sue Mills, Diane Lindeleaf, Becky Cox. Row Three: Gail Robbins, Nanty McAlister, Kim 
Kahley, Cathy Cummings, J an Schueren. Row Fom·: Nancy Ellis. Pat Korth. Beverly Lewis, 
Joa n Dimon, Cindv Irvin. Glenda Warren. 
Bottom Row: Ralph Armstrong, Mike Mahr, Mike Wilson, Glen Peterson, Harry Seidman, Bob Gillingham. ~w Tu •o : Richard 
W arner, Don Gilley, Roger Werner, Brian Hart, Bradford Helper. Row Three: Alan Joseph, Bob Webber, Bill Emerson, Bruce 
Petrarca, William Betts. 
Alpha Phi 
Omega 
This service fraternity has 
as one of its main activities the 
sponsoring of the Ugliest Man 
on Campus contest. 
Gamma Sigma 
Sigma 
Service to the school and to 
the community is this club's 
goa l. Some of the main activ­
ities are sending cookies to Viet 
Nam, g iving a Christmas party 
to underprivileged children, 
and helping teachers at Chris 
Jesperson school for exception­
al children. 
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Campus Clubs Serve 

Skidiots 
"Hit it"-With these words the sixty 
members of the Skidiots start the ac­
tivity which unites them-water sk iing. 
Meetings are used to g ive dry land 
pointers to novices and advice to vet­
erans p lus to plan weekend ski trips 
usually to Lake Naciemiento. 
Amateur 
Radio Club 
Primary purpose of the Amateu r 
Radio Club is to provide operational 
facilities for radio amateurs while at­
tending Cal Poly. This year the club 
plans to sponso r an operating transmit­
ter contest and wi ll participate in Poly 
Royal. The club also provides com­
munications for the Penguins, a cam­
pus motorcycle club. 
Bollom Row : Chris Ferris, Mark Cooper, Charles Vanoni , Carl Jacobs, Brian O 'Neal, Wendy W olf, 
Caro l Wilson, Quan Young, Chris Moore, Pat Hackenberger. Row 2: Mike Vanoni, H oward 
Dernehl , Jim Lewis, Steve Dozier, Tom Spalding, Terrie Tiffany, Henda Quan, Sherry Ferguson, 
Steffens Brown. Row 3: Nancy Foytik, Beverly Herbert, Bill Neyenesch, Dennis Lyons, Brian 
McQuade, Linda Avery, Craig Ped ley, Gary Spangler, Russ Morrison, Tom Opp. Row 4: Shirley 
Wold , Dave Prose, Roger Rohrs, Peter Schmitz, Jim Garrett, Chuck Gehrke, Bjorn D inger, Betty 
Fair, John Hocking. 
Bottom Row: Ralph Armstrong (WB6TRJ) , Howard Krinsky (WB6MQK) , Giovonnia Ferguson 
(KFA 4163 ) , Mary Beth Emmerichs (VE7BBS) , Walter Searway (WB6AQW). Row 2: Richard 
Alexander (WA6RVE), Pete Strathis (WA7CWM) , Jiro Oi (JASSB) ,Glen Peterson (WB6BOD). 
Row 3: Gerald Lovelace, J ames Long (WA4LYK) , Marc Goldman (WB6DCE), Don Gilley 
(WB6VHW). 
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A Wide Interest 

Bahai Club 
This religious group represents 
the Bahai faith among Cal Poly stu­
dents. Meetings of the club are 
open to all and are marked by 
discussions of the beliefs of the 
faith, and ways to apply these be­
liefs in modern society and in 
everyday life. 
Bottom Row: Judy Basso, Cheryl! Hughes. Row 2 : Kamran Nejati , Robert Basso, John Schwerin. 
English Club 

The English Club has been busy this last year 
conducting a membership revival campaign. 
Membership is on the increase and club partic­
ipation by English majors is the backbone of 
the organization . Highlight of year's activities 
was the revival picnic held at Cuesta Park . 





Bottom Row: Margi Drennan, Cindy Arey, Marla N addy, Karen Kazaska, Carlene Yoder, Anita Page. Row 2: Judy Gardner, Nancy Moore, Kathy 
Ti tus, Tammy Taylor, Ginny Gilbert, Dtane Reich. Row 3 : Maria Gomis, Barbara Brown, Don Nee! , Iris Roesbery, George Rerrell, Bernard Wright. 
Row 4 : Nancy Brown, Matthew J. Gregory, Brian L. Locke, Rev. Bruce T jaden (Advisor) , Jim Ritchie, Beverly Herbert. 
The Westminster Club is the Presbyterian student 
organization on campus. Weekly discussion meetings 
cover a wide variety of topics: Visitors are always wel­
come to these meetings which are held in advisor Rev. 
Bruce Tjaden 's home. In addition to the weekly meetings, 
the club also sponsors many retreats throughout the year, 
in cooperation with other groups on campus. 
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holds weekly meetings, 
open to the public, 
and sponsors speakers 
on campus. The 
group's fruitage meet­
ings enable students 
to express their grati­
tude for their academ­
ic experience through 
the practical applica­
tion of Christian Sci­
ence. 
Bottom Row: Joan Bernhardt, Jeff Clemmer, Carrie Willard, Suzanne Harri s, Patricia Weber. Middle Row: Richard 
Lowe, Bruce Reid, Lauris Melinn, Jay Oren, Irving Thomas. Top Row : Mary Dyer, Janine Bradbeer, Richard Ste­
phens, Mike Ahler, Rowenna Smith, Paul Lighthill. 
Lutheran Association 
The Lutheran Associa­
tion's purpose is to encour­
age a response to God and 
to promote deeper per­
sonal relations. Members 
strive to provide a better 
environment in which 
man's relations with his 
fellow men will become 
more meaningful. Weekly 
communion and Bible stud­
ies are open to all. 
Bottom Row: Janet Porter, Alan W. Jones, Elizabeth Tveter. Row 2: Jane Strem, Gary Mage lssen, Di an~ En­
suna, Maureen Drom, Cheryl Granger. Row 3: Dr. W. D. Standfield (Advisor ) , Lloyd W. Wilson, W1lham 
Norton, Marcia Stebels, Victor Strandskov. Row 4: Roger Werner, Timothy Kelly, Laraine Attebery, James Carl­




Chickens, ducks, geese, eggs­
the standard "things" of Poultry­
are meaningful and lively subjects 
to members of the Poultry Club. 
These students are interested in pro­
~uction norms, disease factors of 
flocks, the chemistry of animal ge­
netics, and other "academic" topics 
such as whether the chicken or the 
egg came first. 
Poly Twirlers 

Bottom Row: Guy Wills, Barbarq Nist, Olyfunke Taiwo, John Lewis, Shola Onipede, Dan Segna. 
Row 2 : Albert Appiah, Anne Galletley, R. I. Leach, Larry Rogers, Duane Vargas, John Desy, Linda 
Mitchell. Row 3: Peter Akintola, S. Victor Emmanuel, Adekunle Taiwo, Alan Damann, Larry Hay, 
Leo Sankoft, Dennis Baker. Row 4: Bob Spiller, Ken Martin, Joseph Cebe, Steven Russell, Rob 
Downy, Roland Pautz (advisor) . 
Swing and alamand to the voice of Bruce Webb, square 
dance caller. Each Monday ~he beginners get together and 
every other Wednesday the regulars have a rip-snortin ' good 
time ending in the grand clutch. 
Bot/em Row: Mary Muller, Elaine Palmer, Alice Rupe, Carol Siler, Marge Mezey, Mary Ann Carver. Row 2: Jennifer Mozart, Anna Louise Juhl, 
Diana Ensunsa, Gary Proseus, Kathleen Lucas, Bret Rupe. Row 3: Frank Cox, Judy Childress, Gail Stoddard, Kathy Titus, Leonard Henson, Nar.: y 
Currier, Pat Bowen. Row 4: Terry Buckley, Bruce Webb (Caller), Marilee Rasmussen, Pat Tormey, Chet Scott, John Bowman, Linda Eder, Vada 
Buckley. 
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Bottom Row: Tilton Quon, Thomas Powell, Jeff Snyder, Dan Gonzales. Row 2: Steve Bauer, Dennis Boyle, 




Organized strictly for 
service to the college Cir­
cle K is an organization 
of students who aren't 
afraid to work for others 
just for the satisfaction of 
helping someone. They de­
vote time and effort to 
helping the Chris Jesper­
son School and they spon­
sor such activities as the 
Poly Royal Queen Pag­
eant. 
Working with the most modern of equipment Mat Pica Pi brings 
the student body of Cal Poly both information and entertainment. In 
addition to the DAILY MUSTANG (printed three times per week) 
many other pieces of prize literature pour forth from these nimbleMat Pica Pi hands. 
Bottom Row: Hal Glasser, Ed Howe (advisor), Lambert D in, Bill Gibeaut, Richard Sepe, Robert Jones, Keith Wills, John Thorson,"John Wells, 
Gerry Olson, Mike Lucas, Allan Hopkins. Row 2: George Kinney, Pat Taylor, Dave Misakian, Ron Gordon, Ken Clark, Art Everett, Gene Matsu­
mura, Ron Dawson, Jerry Tominaga, Erik Anderson, Jim Montano, Don Nee!. Row 3: Bob Hornberger, Craig Miller, Tom Miller, Greg Welker, 
Kent Waters, Mike Witton, Rand Self, Ken Bittner, Glenn Watje, George Harmon, Keith Graham, Jim Benish, Tony Lurn, Larry Heiger, Rod 
Carruthers (Dept. Head). 
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Activities ( cont'd) 
Poly 
Penguins 
Bollom Row: Don Hendrick, Tim Garrod, Mike Thompson, Paul Hendricks, Dutch Nichols, Lin 
Bauer. Row 2: Larry Parkison, Mark Frye, Pat Forster, John Hancock, Steve Woodward, Dale 
Arrant. Row 3: James Brew, Ron Breese, Bill Bateman, Keith Robbins, Robert D ice!, Chris Brown. 
Poly Penguins is not an Antarctic group, but a campus motorcycle club approved by the American Motorcycle Association. Members enter hill-climb­




Boliom Row: Beth Dunton, Jeanne Johnson, Ellen Greenman, Brian Romig, Barbara McClintock, Cathy Dawson, Bill Schwerm, Paul 
Croxton, Lonnie Nagzgar, John Madrid. Row 2: Roger Williams, Ralph Nafzgar, Gary Hoy, Dennis Smith, Susan Clemow, Dennis Perry, 
Gai l Stenerson, Eric Michielssen, James Hobbs, David Neilson, Russell Blair. Row 3: Bruce Bailey, Don Hordness, Stan Lovelady, Rob 
Erickson, Chris Wood, Bernie Guzewske. Row 4: Mitchel Kotula, Robert Treat, Dwight Samuel, Bill Johnson, Dave Eckles, Steve 
Trigler, Larry Annis, Mike Rogers. 
Camera Guild 
Bottom Row: Locke Jorgen­
sen, Joe Aronson, Alan Wil­
liam s. Middle Row : Ken 
Puchlik, Marc Goldmar, Den­
nis Scott. Top Row: Charles 
Boettcher, Thomas Winter, 
Rod Allen. 
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Activities (cant' d) California College Republicans 
Bottom Row: Brian Conkle, Donna Matthew~. Sandy Eubank, Kathy de Voss, Diana Blake, Sally Stanley, Roger Reynolds, Dena lindsay, Sue 
Buzzard . Row 2: Peggy Ketchum, Colleen Matteis, Nancy Dupuis, Don Prior, Roy Gabriel, Chuck Fedderman. Row 3: Nancy lewis, Bob Ketchum, 
Dan Davis, Chuck Smith, George Edmondson, Dave Chamberland, Floyd Nixon, Steve Harberts, Brian Cole, Roy Roseberry. Row 4: Fred Thomas, 
Jim Whitmer, Walter Sandville. 
CHI Gamma JOTA 
Bottom Row: Roger Reynolds, Brian Conkle, Donald Prior. Row 2: Chris Beebe, lee Weik, Gary Bilyeu, David Doll. Rou• 
3: Sam Hargrave, Gordon Short Jr., Clint Schwieker, Edward Devine. 
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Food Processing Club 

Bottom Row: Daniel Wever, Larence Rouse, Paul Mariani. Top Row: Stephen Saferite, Mark Weller, Sam 
Shilling, Stephen Vinyard. 
Soil Conservation Society of America 

Main purpose of the 
Food Processing Club is to 
promote active interest 
among students of the 
Agriculture School's Food 
Processing program. For 
they learn by doing in 
their education, students 
process and sell packaged 
and canned food grown 
on campus and exhibit 
their work at Poly Royal. 
The annual land-judg­
ing contest for Future 
Farmers of America is a 
highlight of this . club's 
campus work. 
Bottom Row: L. S. Carter, Watkins W. Miller, Rich Morrison, Larry Clement, Leonard Henson, Neil Ledford, Richard Mounts, Raymond 




Alan D amann 
Bob Spiller 
D ennis Baker 
Students who live-in at 
Poultry (Plucker) Hall 
and Herdsman Hall are 
real learn-by-doing people. 
They have practical work 
daily and lots of responsi­
bility. 
- Left to rrght : Greg Ward, Joe Monahan, David DeRose, 






The learn-by-doing philosophy is carried 
on by residents of the Crops House and 
Truckee Hall. Attention towards products 
of the soil, and the care and management 
of the dairy herds fills the larger percentage 
of these students' time. 
Truckee 
Hall 
Top to Bottom: Joe Martinez, Joe DeSante, Ken Kajika, Larry Hyuck, Tony Braga, Bill 
Senter, Stan lester, Ron Perry. 
George Griggs, Ray Griggs, Bob Pearcy, Keith Volkerts, Mike Muscio, Ralph Grossi, Bill Bordessa, 
Jim Mendosa. 
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Activities ( cont'd) 
Rodeo Club 

Bottom Row: Sharron Burnap, Dave Frost, Ron Miner, Barbara Baer, Linda Erb, Suzie Edsall , Marge Mezey. Row 2: Vicki Brodrick, Bruce Hafen­
feld, Dennis Pleasant, Dennis Hammett, Susan Sparrow, Keene Wright, Diann Gilman, Martha Duncap, Mardi Juhl. Row 3: Kenneth Wolo, Cal 
Bohleen, Hunter Ridenour, Jeff Smith, Don Wooley, Bret Harte, Linda Avery, Jerry Bowen. Row 4: Jay Barnes, Tony Macha<lo, Jim Sharp, Kerry 
Maxwell, "Spider" Bjornstad, Tom Casselberry, Pat Garret, Tom Mix, Dick Fowler, Ken Martin. 
Farm Center 

Cal Poly's Rodeo team is one of the 
finest in the country. They have been 
consistent winners of individual and 
team awards every year. 
The Farm Center is affiliated with 
the National Farm Bureau. Some of 
their activities include a Farm City 
week and Poly Royal activities. 
Bottom Row: Gene Aksland, Vicki Powers, Joanne Wadsworth, Janette Beebe. 
Row 2: Rex Whisnand, Don D univan, Everett Loukonen, D oug Spencer, Chris 
Beebe. 
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J ames Hall 
Ronald Inman 
Dennis Knowles 






All an Nakamura 




























Residence Hall Living: 































































Michae l Bielas 
Steve Brinkman 
Claudio Campos 
Yuen Po Chiu 
Warren Chow 
D ona ld Cox 
Gale Dalton 
Steven D anny 
Thomas Di skin 













































Frederi ck Whipkey 
David Williams 




















































































~ Dennis Bevis 




































































Frank R. Arg uelles Stephen A. Cole Christiaan P. Henny David Mau rer Gleen Strain 
James W . Arnold Tony F . Correia James E. Hill Chsiu Mong Robert Summersett 
Joseph Aronson Thomas M . Crane Mike D . Hill Frc:derick Morehouse Mi chael S\\'eenc·)' 
Joseph A. Bernstein Harry S. Dillion G ary R. H oward Floyd Nixon Kenneth Tocmbs 
Charles E. Boettcher Mi chael P. Donovan Richard D . J oyce Steven Olden Larry Toombs 
George V. Bower Don C. Drew Frederi ck F. Keller Haro ld Ono James Tyson 
Robert G. Brown Pies G. Due Thomas A. Key Robert Raski n Charles Vt nci ll 
Michael . Bruce Jesse M . Gaspa r G eoff rey D. King Steven Ristow Ruben Viramontes 
Mike A. Buckey Edwin D . Giorgi Thomas Kremen Jamc:s Seiferling Larry \XIi ley 
Richard S. Butts Keith C. Graham Kewin Lee Anthony Silva Terry W oo 
Ronald W . Calkins Horton D . H aight Alan Lee Doug las Skilling Zink H oward 






















s Janet Porter 











H Sharon Simmons 
Carol Simpson 
Barbara Sprague a Lois Sprankle 

Sandra Vandeg rift
I Nancy Wall 
Nancy Williams 




Clifford Andr Jay Crawford William Handley J c:ffrey J orge Craig Miller James Schieferle 
Vincent Aiello Timothy D ah lin Norman Haney Brt!(C Judson Francis Miyazono John Sconce 
Akxandcr Aitken Thomas Daly \X1oodfo rd H ansen BatT}' Kaywood John Morison Toe] Shutt 
Mohammad Alavadi D ani el D avis .J<:ffrey Han,en J ohn Kellcr Salvador Munar Charles Silva 
Glen Albright D ave D efraga Dout:las H atch Philip Kenney David i\furan Steven Sirbuly 
Bruce: Anderson Anthony DeRose )etT}; Hauenstein Rohtrt Kinder Gary Mi chn ls David Spencer 
Ross Andrews D av id D eRose Richard Hayden Richard Km:eshaw Edward Nielsen James Spencer 
Willie: Andrews Lloyd D eWitt William Hc:ndricks Tim Knowles William Norton Douglass Stevenson 
\XIilliam Arbaugh Robert Dibble Pc.:tc:r Herm:tn Lawrence Kong Jame; Orchard Fred Strutton 
Luis Arismendi Stanley Ditterline 1,£; uycn Hien Paul Krest:e Ronald Paregien David Sweet 
James Ashby Richard D onat Dennis Hill William Krbk Gregg Parsons William Swift 
Gary Azevedo Bruce D onsker Michael Hill Douglas Ku cn tzel Hector Pa z Glenn Takahashi 
Bradford Bates John Elliott Robu-t Hill l\!ark Lagorid Den nis Perry HooTon That 
Marion Greenlee Rona ld Emmett John Hogan Ronald Larson Allen Peters Gary Thomas 
William Bode D avid Eskenazi Garth Hokanson \X1illiam Leidl Glen Peterso n Marvin Thompson 
James Bolt Alan Evans Mi chae l Ho lloway D anny Lickness Clayton Pharaoh Lap Vu Tien 
Jerry Bowen Ronald Fasola James Hopper Urian Locke: Edwin Pinson Santos Torres 
Stephen Boyer Andrew Fiack Richard H ornung John Lohrman John Pitkin David Trowbridge 
Denni s Boyle i\fi chael Fifield Stephen Hough ·Bradley Lothers Wayne Pitzler Robert Turner 
Dave Boyles Lester fr,tim Richard H ouse Douglas Lowe: George Provencher Ray Varcoe 
James Brophy J oh n Fuller Raymond Howard llc:rry M acG regor D avid Pyper Robert Vesse ly 
Eris Brown William Gaines Gordon H oy Stephen Macleod George Ramos David Walson 
Mat Bruno M ark Galbreath George: Hubbard john Madrid Everett Ratzlaff Greg Ward 
David Uurgc:ss Frank Gatlin Mi chael Hushou r Duncan Mariner Chris Rc:t:d Glenn Watj e 
Robert Burrell David Gc:in Craig Jackson Paul t\farshall Robert Reinsch Robert Weatherford 
Howard Byus \X1illiam Gerrey Richard Isakson Ken Martin Daniel Robinson Steven Webb 
Edward Calhan Robert Givson William James Kennet h Matsumo to Pedro Rosado Robert Webber 
guyen Bach Cao Robert Gin Gary Jensen James McCoy Michael Ross i Sean Wharton 
Donald Carter Mi chael Gonnella Henry J imencz David McGowan Rona ld Rothman Phil Wiese 
Lucien Chakc:r Eri c Graham Charles Johnson ChristOJ' her McKin lay Edward Roush Neuton Williamson 
Joseph Chang Mi chael Graham Dan J ohnson Mi chae l Mc Laughlin \XI illi :un Rummonds Allen Wolfenden 
Randall Clary Jam<:s Greilich William johnson J ohn i\lc:luso Samuel Sambe Glenn Yee 
George: Cole Richard Guy James Jones Salvatore Mercurio Haro ld Sapp Frederick Young 











Edwin Kotu la 
Theodore K reb 
All en Nikitin 
Lawrence Noble 
Steven Sederquist 
D anny Segna 
James Alfieri James Graig John Graham Gary Krubsack William Oster Steven Shapiro 
Gary Anderson John Cramer Brad Graves Di ctmar Kurtz Earl Owen Sz<:kong Shing 
Lindsey Arnold Ri chard Cross Erland Gulbrand Donald K"'appenberg Richard Pa Imer James Shinn 
D anny Au Wil ey Cumming Eric H agedo rn James Leighton Larry Pamplin Lee Shirvanian 
Michael Barkley Mi chae l Cunni ngham Paul H anscom Kirk Lemon Andrew Panos D :tvicl Sieroty 
Alan Beck D onald Curtis Paul H arrington John Leneave James Parker \Xfill iam Simmons 
Wayne Bedard Lyle Dale Stephen Hawkins Kenneth levine James Parsons Gary Sobotka 
Richanl Bedfo rd Robert D amskey Robert H ays ley Stephen Lucich Ga ry Patterson Wesler Spees 
D onald Billings D an Defraga Hilary Hedman Joseph Lui Bryan Pearson Eugene Sprui II 
Randy Bla ir Steven D elson Glen Heiney Mike Marost ica Richard Peck J er ry St ri ckler 
Kenneth Brem D avid D ennig Leonard Henson J ames Martin Frank Pedersen Ton.g Suhr 
John Buckmaster Rando lph D ettmer H ed Hicks Thomas Mar tin Michatl Penovich Lee Sulzberger 
Robert Buckmaster Joseph Digrado Robert Ho lland Anthony Martinez Richard Perona Chr is Sunder land 
D waine Campbell Raymond D own Walter Holtz Robert i\fasch Lee Perry Philip Thorson 
Joseph Cardoza J ack Dueck Thomas Hooker Larry Mattson John Petrucelli Stephen Timpson 
Char les Carlton Michael Duke Robert Hooper Richard McArthur Cham Pi rapolkin Rickie Tsushima 
Scott Carter Paul Eadington Wade Horwood Ray M cClain D anie l Prent ice Hoa Suong Van 
Greg Castagnoli Barry Eberso l William Hughes Ri cha rd McCull ough Grant Pritchard Jan Vanderhoeven 
Timothy Catt ron G eorge Edmondson Jimmy Isbe ll l'vfi chael McKaig Andrew Proctor Hruce Velick 
Douglas Charchenko Law rence Edwards J ames J enssn Mi chael McNatt Thomas Racciatti J ohn Volker 
William Chase Michae l Enomoto Jeffrey Johns William Mercer Robert Frank Larry Waldron 
Anthony Chun Wilson Etuke Kent Johnson Stephen Mer lo James Renner James Wallace 
Phillip Clark Merlin Fagan Todd Johns tone John Mi cha lee Linton Ritchie William Warf 
David Cleme ha Gino Farine lli Roger J ones Eric Michi c: lssen Kent Rodeca p Jeffrey W ebster 
William Cochrane Michae l Fearrien William Jones Frank J\fi Jdk:ton J effrey Ross Charles White 
Allen Coke John Fe li ciano Dennis Jump James Mill er Steven Ross Steve Whitwi ll 
D av id Collins James Fey Ca rl Kay Peter i\[oody William Rossi Gary Williams 
John Combs Larry Fil z Kenneth Ke lley W a lter Moore Ken neth Rossiter Bruce Wilson 
Kelly Condron 
John Contini 
l ew is Frazee 
W ayne Fukuda 
Jim King 
Bruce Kin~s ton 
Ri chard Morrison 




Thomas \1(/ right 
Joseph Corrad ini Remi Gag ne Gary Kl :l\;' itt c:: r D avid Neilson Steven Sa lomon Vidor Yeun 
Louis Cortez D avid Gammons Ri chard Kopp Hob Nibbe Rona ld Santore Michae l Zander 
Michael Costello 
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Palma A. Boers 
Linda J. Bor jes 
Marsha Bowman 













D ana L. Clonts 
Nancy J. Collings 
Adela Ann Cook 
Cathryn Corrie 
Jackie M. Cullen 
Santa Lucia Hall 

~a il L. Dannebaum 
Margaret L. Davies 
Susan Anne D avis 
Linda S. D e. Witt 
Ruth A. Dillon 
Joan E. D imon 
linda Domenici 
Phyllis Dondro 
Rolanda L. Dueker 
J anice M. Dull 
Donna M . D wyer 
Sandra Eckstrom 
Lind a M. Eder 
Jacqueline Eldridge 
Nancy Ellis 
Rae Ann Emery 
Mimi E. English 
Susan G. Entrekin 
Caro l P. Evans 
Barbara K. Everson 
Marilynn Findley 
Claudia G. Flock 
Mari E. Freitas 
Carol Gagliard i 
Paulette Gamlin 
Judith C. Gardner 
Charla D. Gates 
Barbara J . Geimer 
Jamie L. George 
Kathleen M. Gisson 









Lynn H acketha l 
Patricia Hahn 
Linda H all 
Herdis Hansen 
Pat ti H ansen 
Arlene H artl ey 
Ethel H artman 
Carlene Harvey 
Susan H eflin 
Karen H enderson 





J oanne H oldsworth 
Kandace H olley 
Constance Horvath 
Karen Jantsch 
Chri stine Kaiser 
Mary Kane 
Ka ren Kazaska 
Joan Keller 
Mary Kidd 









Le Phu Quae Thi 
Kathl een Leschofs 
Alane Lewis 
Marilyn Lewis 
Marga ret Lindquist 











Nickie M cD onald 
Suzanne Middleton 
Barbara Miller 







Ngo Thu Phuong 
Patricia Oeland 
Karen Ousley 
Anita C. Page 

















Linda Kay Rhodes 
Marcia Rice 
J eanne Richert 






















































Steve Aaron William Cook Rodney Hite Richard McCurdy Thomas Riley Robert Thompson 
Robert Adams Richard Cowles John Hixon James McRoberts Ernest Rogers Richard Thorn 
Richard Ahlstrom Darrel Crowder Roger Holcombe James Meadows Anthony Roggero Nicanor Tipon 
Robert Anderson Brian Cruess William Hurley Robert Merrill Randall Rossi Steven Trigler 
Tracy Anderson Russell Day Kenneth Izant Fernando Mesquita Robert Rourke Chinh Le Trung 
Kurt Armburst John Deck Glen Jackson Robert Metcalfe Arthur Rowley Robert Tucker 
John Atchison Harold Delacruz Jon Jannotta Ru&sell Michaelsen Steven Russell Christopher Twohy 
Fred Bannister Robert Delbian.co Ernesto Jimenez Craig Moody Richard Samules Peter Vanderwerff 
Dan Barber Francisco Delrio Curtiss Johnson Thomas Moore William Samuels Robert Vandyke 
Steven Beals Richard Derose J ack Johnston Michael Moran Ronald Santos Charles Vanoni 
Kenneth Belsky Rob Downy Lawrence Kaehn Daniel Morgan Peter Schmitz Michael Vanoni 
Mark Bigelow John Drexler James Kandul Quinn Morgan David Schultz Richard V anworkum 
Donald Bishop Jerry Enewold Gregory Karr Peter Mosesian Walter Searway Larry Vawter 
Russell Blair Tom Erdmann Bruce Kirwan Mark Mossawir Richard Sidbeck Kenneth Visser 
Stephen Boggs Robert Erickson Jay Knopfer Ronald Mullisen Charles Silva Gary Voorhees 
John Bowman Gary Fernstrom Robert Knutson Charles Naegeli David Silviera Raymond Wallace 
Russell Brandt Michael Forman Timothy Koprowski Charl es Nafzgar Steven Simmons Wayne Webb 
Craig Brown Gerald Funderburgh Joseph Kuttel Lonnie Nafzgar Tod Sloan Mark Weller 
George Brown Nicholas Garcia Garret Law Ralph Nafzgar Dennis Smith Craig Westgard 
Kenneth Bruggeman James Garrett Edward Lesko Jerry Nardini Ronald Smith Robert Wharton 
James Burton Myron Gerton Edward Lindstrom Robert Newton Gary Spangler Jay Whisenant 
Kenneth Buschke D avid Giger David Loquaci Kamcheung Ng Joseph Stampher Bruce White 
Dan Callahan Ronald Glusac Gerald Lovelace Vu Nguyen Ngoc John Stanford Stanley Willems 
Christopher Campbell Jamie Gonella Anthony Lucido Joseph Nunes Raymond Stanton Garth Williams 
Ruben Cantu Gary Gragnani Raymond Manka Richard O'Brian Melvin Staton Peter Willrodt 
























Donald Y aeckle 
Robert Young 
Richard Changus David Harrington Ian McCabe Russell Reid William Tamblyn Clarence Younker 
Tran Thieu Chi Robert Hart Neil McCallum James Reimann William Tarp Manuel Ysita 
Richard Chin Ronald Higgins James McConaghy Stephen Rickert Peter Templeton William Zollner 
Jeffrey Clemmer Larry Hirahara 
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Activities ( cont'd) 
Tenaya Hall Afforded Much 

Play, Little Study And No Sleep. 

J ohnny Albano 
Alan A lcock 
Dennis Allan 
Ralph Allen 













D ona ld Bedford 
Charles Bell er 
Jerry Berquist 
D onald Blair 
Chris B lakes lee 
l ou is Blemeister 
Bruce Bonner 
Mi chae l Boone 
Frank Borchard 
T im Bosma 
Legrande Boyette 
Robert Bradberry 
J ames Bradshaw 
William Bred thauer 
Craig Brown 
Stephen Brown 






Pat rick Case 
Gregory Chai ll e 
Richard Chalker 
Frank Chand ler 
Richard Chapman 
J ames Chernoff 
Kenneth Clark 
J ohn Cl emmens 
Michael Clinton 
Andrew Cone 
D avitt Con ley 
Roger Cory 
J ohn Cri ste 
John Curtis 
Brian Dallas 
Randa l Dawson 
Will iam Day.son 
Kl aus Dea lbuquerque 
l arry D enier 
H oward Derneh l 
Kenneth Dess in 
Richard Devaney 
Phillip Dis parte 





Dav id Eckles 
Saverimuttu Emmanuel 
Mark Eva rts 
J ohn Fink 
Mi chae l Finne~a n 
W alter Fisher · 
Francis Foo 
Charl es Frandrup 
John Friedman 
Norman Fujisaki 




Allan Gottli eb 
Dennis Grant 
Michael G.ri ssom 
Timothy Haifley 
J immy Hamilton 






















Mi chael Kaney 
Stanley Keith 
Michae l King 
Thomas Klebau 
Mi chael Klemenok 










D avid Long 
Eugene Loop 
James Losch 
Ku rt Lunquist 
Dennis Luz 
















Robert N alley 






Rober t Paige 
W arren Pech in 
Robert Peck 
Craig Ped ley 
Ca l Perki ns 
Robert Perry 
Michael Philli ps 
Thomas Poole 
D avid Po rter 
Ralph Price 
H enda Quan 
Alfonso Ram irez 
D avid Rawson 




Michae l Rogers 
Charles· Rosenberg 


























W erner Vavken 
Brock Wagstaff 
Millard W alline 
J ohn Wa.~mington 




D aro ld Wino 
Peter Winter 
J ohn Wright 
Edward Wynn 
D av id Zwingrnan 
Due Vi et Bt;i 
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Activities (cant' d) A Hall Full Of 
First Floor Trinity Hall 

Betty Abraham 
Patri cia Adams 
Carol Agajanian 
J oyce Allen 








Sall y Auser 
J oan Baier 
Janis Barksdale 
Mary Barr 
T er ry Behrens 
Caro lyn Berte 
Pan Bill ing ton 




Chri sti ne Brice 
Di ane Brink 
Teresa Bruce 
Amy Bullis 
Shell agh Campbell 
J acqueline Carr 
Mary Ann Carver 
J ud ith Chil dress 
Christ ine Cl asen 
Lau ri e Claudon 








Eileen D arnell 
Lynn D avis 
Cathy D awson 
Judith D awson 
D arla Deitchler 
Linda Dewaard 
Vi rginia Dickman 
J ud ith Doo ley 
Margaret Drennan 




D iana Ensunsa 
Kath rvn Ernst 
Charlotte Eyraud 
Giovonnia Ferguson 
Sherry I Ferguson 
Susan Fishel 
Victo ri a Fl avell 
Linda Fonville 
J anet Franklin 
Sharon Fraser 
Caro lyn Freese 
D ana Fricke 
J ean Gaumer 
Margaret Gibson 
Virginia G ilbert 
Emily Gilchr ist 
Barbara G lmour 
J udi th Graeber 
Ellen Grennman 
Georgene Groves 
Emily H ageman 
Carol H amilton 
Loydene H ammer 
Co leen H andforth 
Beverly H ansen 
Suzanne H arris 
Sandra H ayes 
Paula Hedene 
Beverly H erbert 
Hilari e Hickman 
Carol Hig,g ins 
Charleen Higgins 
Caro l Holms 
Joyce Hutka 
Catherine Ing ram 
Barbara Jeffers 
Emily Johns 
Ma ry Johnson 
Christine J ones 
Maxine Jones 
N ancy Jordan 





D orothy Laffoon 
Virgini a Laine 
Jul ie Lane 
Virginia Lanza 
Susan Laskowski 
Les lie Latch 
Martha Latson 
Anne Leblanc 












E lizabeth Masseng ill 
Charleen Matteson 









J ane Mooney 
Patricia Moore 
D eborah Mosier 
Jennifer Mozart 
Marla Naddy 
Nancy N eilsen 
Patricia N ixon 
Maril yn O rourke 
Susan Osborne 
J uli e Partch 
Joann Pederson 
Lynda Peisker 
Patr icia Pepperell 
Emily Perry 
Robyn Phelps 
J a lee Plymesser 












Happiness For The Cal Poly Male 

Second Floor Trinity Hall 
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Activities ( cont'd) 
A Tribute To A Gourmet's Heaven 

After an absence of some 
years the most talked about 
location on campus has once 
again regained its rightful 
place. So we shall not forget 
what we supped on as student. 
Herein lies a tender memory, 
the Dining Hall . 
Oh! Grilled cheese, my favorite repast! 
Waiting for something great takes forever . 
Do I really deserve so much? 















































Francisco D elrio 
Nicholas Fox 
Alan Hieronymus 
Fredrick Inga lls 






Randolph M iller 
Don Minto 
John Morri s 
Keith N elson 
Mark Obrien 
Kenneth Puch lik 
William Samson 
Craig Sandall 
John Scanl in 
James Sco tt 
Lorin Sherburn 
Gary Voorhees 
Terry W ood 
Stephen Woodward 




























































Stanley W ong 
Roger York 
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- - - - - - ---------
"We went to class on Monday." Beauty and the beas t meet at the snack bar. 
This is the way it might be tomorrow when there are no State funds to educate everyone--"Students keep out! " 
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Right: Cynthia Willard sews a free time away. 

Below: Susan Entrekin fo llows a more leisure ly course. 

Barba ra Miller, Mary Ann N ewell , Anita Page, Pal Boers, Sara Strait, Gail Robbins, Barbara Mahan. 
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Sonoma Hall 
Jack Baker G erald Brea r 
Moatasim Bashawri Carvel Brown 
Lin Bauer William Byrd 
D aniel Bottoms Ted Caulfield 
Albert Bozzo Joung Chai 
William Brady 
Tehama Hall 
Glenn Arakaki G eorge Evola 
Zvi Argov D ouglas Frampton 
Robert Baird Mark Frye 
Russell Bik j ohn Grad is 
William Brown George Guayante 
Francis Calabrese Lewis H a lloran 
H arry Crist Leonard H arris 
G eorge Dellaganna Stephen Harrison 
Ri chard Evans 




Dani e l Faulkner 
Clark Hashimoto 
Richardo H orvilleur 











Dwight Reyno lds 
Bill Russe ll 
J av Murray 
)efT Mu rray 
Michael Nat'1an 
J ames 1ix 
Gerard O'Brian 
Charles Roc t 
Timothy Ryan 











Robert Sunder land 
Eri c Twist 
Garth Williams 
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Non-Academic Activities, All Part of Dorm Life 

To/J : Nancy Jackson, 
takes time out from 
cla5ses. 
Right: Glenda Darren 
seeks the way to a man's 
heart. 
106 
Signe Kopps awaits a date. 
107 
There Is Work To Be Done ... Usually 

Above: Gail Robbins. 
108 
Left: This picture needs no words. 
Below: Frank Chandler moves into a 
new world of happiness. 
Left center: Mark Bigelow sets the 
mood. 
109 
Poly Parades 1967-68 

January 1 was a great day for Cal Poly in the Tournament of 
Roses Parade. Top picture shows the finished product of many months 
of work. Bottom two pictures show preliminary application of paper 
mache and mechanics that go into a float before final glueing on of 
flowers. This year Cal Poly won Princess Award for animation while 
70 million people saw it on nation wide TV. 
Good ole Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, Pigpen and the 
others in Peanuts furnished the "Good Grief" theme for 
Poly's Homecoming parade and festivity on October 28. The 
parade in downtown San Luis Obispo drew thousands of 
alumni, students and visitors. Sweepstakes went to Poly Phase 
engineering club for its float showing Charlie Brown vainly 
trying to boot a field goal. 
Activities (cant' d) 
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Schools ( contJd) 
Applied Arts Pictures, Words, and Music 

The School of Applied Arts designs its own 
major curricula to help students obtain teaching 
credentials. This is a service division, providing 
students in Agriculture, Applied Arts, Applied 
Sciences, and Engineering, with courses related 
to and directly supporting their major study. The 
School also provides courses that complement 
the major, and courses required as general educa­
tion in all curricula. The music department, al­
though not offering a major, serves the student 
body and college with ·cultural contributions. 
A supplementary function of the School of 
Applied Arts is to administer the activities of the 
Audio-Visual Department which provides teach­
ing aids and production functions for the entire 
college. 
Kent Waters adjusts multilith machine. 
D ean Carl C. Cummins heads the growing school of Applied Arts. 
Practice produces a wonderful thing. Mr. Swanson is a guiding light in effecting this 
policy. 
Seminars in Bus. Ad. are part of training. Ken Dalton, Dick Frost, Department HeaJ 
Owen Servatius, Katie J ames, and D ave Wrench discuss the pros and cons of pnvate 
enterprise. 
Typing may seem mundane 
but it's the lifeblood of office 
work as John Shaw discovers . 
APPLIED ARTS-Preparation For Home and 
Industry 
Business Admin is t ration 
combines theory and practice 
to prepare students for special 
fields of business and industry 
or for graduate study. 
Collec tive bargaining as taught by Dr. Phil Overmeyer simulates sessions involving labor contracts. 
L_ _________________ 
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Schools ( cont'd) 
The ambivalent department of 
English and Speech serves all 
schools of the college, providing 
courses that increase a student's un­
derstanding, appreciation, and use 
of his language in both writing and 
speaking. The primary occupational 
objective of the department is the 
preparation of qualified teachers 
of English for elementary and sec­
ondary schools. For this reason, a 
major is offered in English, and 
minors in both English and Speech. 
The Education department offers 
a Master's degree in Education, pro­
fessional courses in elementary and 
secondary school teaching, pupil 
personnel services a service courses 
in art, audio-visual and psychology. 
English instructor Mr. Gordon Bailey gives advice to Richard Siepe. 
English, Speech and EducationAffect All Majors 

To lea rn to conquer knocking knees is a big feat. 
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Physical Education and Home Economics 

George Bower parries a point with opponent from UCSB. 
A new option was added to the Home Economics 
major curriculum this year. The option, Child De­
velopment, provides a background in the physical 
and mental development of the child. Other curri­
cular options offered are Home Economics Education, 
and Food Administration. Students with a more gen­
eral interest in home economics find that the curr4­
culum provides for other occupational pursuits as well 
as providing a sound basis for successful family and 
personal life. 
The wonderful side of the Child Development program. Cathy Goddard prepares the meal in the Home Economics 
House. 
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Schools ( cont' d) 
Physical Education 

The main function of the Physical Education De­
partment is to provide both required and elective 
courses in physical education and health to meet the 
general education needs of all students. In addition 
to the extensive intramurals program, the department 
prepares both men and women for careers in sec­
ondary teaching in the field of physical education, 
safety education, and health. 
Technical Arts 
The curriculum of the Technical Arts depart­
ment prepares graduates for employment in a broad 
range of professional positions in industrial manage­
ment, production, marketing or education. Emphasis 
is placed upon the study of tools, machines, materials, 




The main objectives of the 
Home Economics department 
are to provide educational pre­
paration for teachers of home 
economics, managers and dieti­
tians in food service programs. 
In addition a firm basis for 




The Printing Department offers a four­
year curriculum in printing technology, lead­
ing to a Bachelor of Science degree. Grad­
uates hold responsible positions in printing 
and allied trades. In addition they prepare 
to be owners and operators of newspapers 
and printing plants. 








It would be difficult to think of studying sciences 

without some kind of application to test theories and 

implement the academics with action. Applied Sci­

ences, headed by Dr. Clyde Fisher, provides general 

education in history, social sciences, sociology and 

in the physical sciences such as chemistry and physics 

and such biological sciences as biology, botany, natural 

history, genetics, and zoology. The diversified School 

also includes supporting offerings and majors in 

m~thematics and it also administers the Library and 

Military Science adjuncts of the college. 

Dr. Clyde P. Fisher, D ean of the School. 
Data Processing for such things as Registration keep ccmputers busy all year. Joanne Bell at the controls. 
122 
SOCIAL SCIENCES-the Understanding of 
Human Behavior 
SOCIOLOGY- HISTORY- POLITICAL SCIENCE 
GEOGRAPHY- ANTHROPOLOGY ... 
Barbara Danaher and her 3rd graders teach each other the discipline of learning. 
Schools ( cont1d) 
Biological Sciences 

Discussion in the classroom . 
Biological Sciences becomes applied sciences at Cal Poly 
not only through laboratory practice but also because the col­
lege is located in an area abounding with flora, fauna and fish 
and plants, state parks, and marine life in the nearby ocean. 
Biological Sciences includes biology, botany, bacteriology, en­
tomology, chemistry, microbiology, and physiology as well as 
courses in genetics, cytology, evolution, natural history and 
more highly specialized subjects. The biological scientist con­
cerns himself with conservation, ecology, entomology, zoo­
logy ... with fish and game problems, parks service pest con­
trol, sanitation, medical and biological laboratory technology, 
public health, veterinary, medical, dental and pharmacy re­
quirements. Many graduates enter teaching as well as business 
and industry. 
. . . Dissectomy in the laboratory, by Richard Arriaga. 
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Physics became a full-fledged department 
of the School of Applied Sciences this year. 
Its faculty is highly qualified, representing 
various specialties, including nuclear physics. 
The departments of the college with courses 
that provide scientific explanations for study 
taken by students in Agriculture, Engineer­
ing, the arts and sciences, and it provides 
foundations courses for General Education. 
Occupational objectives strive to prepare stu­
dents for entry into such as government serv­
ice and industry as well as to qualify them 
for graduate study. Graduates are engaged 
in development and design of products in 
the areas of electronics, aircraft, guided 
missiles, satellites, atomic power, petroleum, 
paper, metals, metals, textiles, and plastics. 
Schools ( cont}d) 
ROTC Is A 
Preview 
Of Military Life 
An important part of ROTC training ts knowledge in the use of 
firearms. 
Cal Poly's ROTC color guard appears at many school functions. 
Chemistry-The Ultimate Answer 

Chemistry students at Cal Poly are schooled in all the basics of their 
major. This indudes making and preparing their own laboratory 
equipment. 
The Chemistry Department serves all schools of the Col­
lege by offering courses which help provide scientific explana­
tions for work taken by all the students. A science with a 
scope this broad offers many fields of specialization. The cur­
riculum in chemistry prepares the student to work at the 
bachelor's level as an organic, analytic, physical or inorganic 
chemist. 
Here Larry Blazezak works on an experiment m a Chemistry lab. 
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Schools (cant' d) 
Largest Undergraduate Agricultural School 

In The Nation 

Cal Poly has the distinction of having one 
of the largest undergraduate schools of agri­
culture in the nation. Cordner Gibson, is act­
ing dean of agriculture at Cal Poly. 
The School of Agriculture of the college 
has the main objective of giving students a 
full and broad understanding of basic fac­
tors in production, management, process­
ing, distribution, marketing, sales and serv­
ices in the fields of related business, to make 
efficient operators and managers. 
Dean ]. C. Gibson with his secretary, June Powell. 
Mr. leo Sankoff, cellter, shows two students, Peter Akintola, left, and Alan Damann the liner points of a prize bird. 
128 
The Changing Face of Agriculture. 

Cal Poly student Robert Mack follows the furrow with production 
implements. 
Calculating is based on all profit after completing the Agricultural Business Management major at Cal Poly. Front to back: Jeanne 
Wylie, Kathy Gonza les, Don Hordness, Rich Willard, and Rex Wisnand. 
.. . Agricultural 
Business Management 
In contrast to the farmer of a hundred years 
ago, the modern farmer depends upon farm related 
businesses for increasing amounts of fertilizer, 
machinery, equipment, and other production supplies. 
The "ABM" curriculum is designed to prepare stu­
dents for jobs in many farm related businesses and 
government agencies serving the modern farm. 
Agricultural Engineering 
The "AE" department has a wide variety of 
makes and models of tractors and other farm 
machinery which provide opportunity for application 




Modern Methods Lead to 

I 
Steve Greene, Merlin Fagan and Lee Gifford keep close tabs on some real Cal Poly "hams." 
Animal Husbandry 
The aim of the "AH" department is to train 

students for farming where beef, cattle, sheep, and 

swine enterprises are important parts of the industry. 

Students carry out project programs of feeding, man­

agement, and marketing livestock through facilities 

furnished by the Cal Poly Foundation. 

Poultry 
The poultry industry is an important part of 
agr1i::ulture and food production in California. The 
college plant has facilities for more than 6,000 birds 
in the designated 12 acre area. Each poultry maj or 
has an oppor:unity to conduct commercially produc­
tive projects in marketing eggs, hatching, or raising 
meat birds, and gains additional experiences in the 
field of his major interest. Cal Poly co-eds Rosemarie Galassi and Phoebe Stevenson gairt practical ex­
. perience at chicken coops. 
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Farming in the Future 

Students Noel M . Shutt and Robert Deutschman keep close check on 
crop growth. 
One of the chores of · the student dairyman is milking. Frank Rego shows 
how the milking machine is put into action on a cooperative Holstein cow. 
Gordon Hollister shows meat cutting technique to co-ed Charlene Higgins and Lynda 
Smith. 
Dairy 
Excellent facilities are provided for Dairy 
majors. The dairy herd includes purebred Jerseys, 
Guernseys, and Holsteins, located on a well 
planned unit where scientific feeding, milking, 
raising, and management are carried out. 
Crops 
Two major curriculums are offered by the 
Crops Department, designed to prepare students 
for field, fruit, or vegetable crops production. 
The department has 170 acres devoted to student 
production enterprises. 
Food Processing 
Instruction in the field of "FP" qualifies stu­
dents for careers in production, management, 
and marketing operations of the food processing 
industry. 
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Schools Cont' d 
Soil Science 
The curriculum of the Soi l Science department 

has been designed to prepare individuals for employ­

ment in positions that require a wide knowledge of 

agriculture. Facilities of department have been de­

veloped to provide laboratory and field house space 

both with the equipment to meet the demands of 

the program. Additional practice is gained by the 

student in working on nearby ranches and with 

related public agencies. 

Ornamental Horticulture 
Graduates of the Ornamental Horticulture depart­
ment qualify for managerial positions in nursery and 
florist establishments as well as supervisory positions 
in parks and grounds. In addition, the graduate may 
find employment in plant propagation, landscape 
design or as a field· advisor for fertilizer and insecti­
cide companies. While at Cal Poly the student works 
with the most up to date equipment, which include 
8,000 square feet of glasshouses, 3,000 square feet 
of lathhouses, coldframes and extensive field growing 
area. 
The Agriculture Curriculum 
Ibrahim Akyurek conducts soi l analysis. 
The flowery side of college agriculture- 0. H. Student, Garth Veerkamp inspects growth. 
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" I have had 1o/o fewer cavities since I started using "Po ly-vets." Future vet pictured is Wayne Kercher. 
Demands More Than Muddy Boots 

Garley Amos tends to the beef side of farm management. 
Veterinary Science 
Veterinary science courses are offered to sup­
plement the major work provided in the animal 
science departments of the School of Agriculture. 
Keeping the college herds and flocks . healthy 
provides the student with valuable laboratory 
opportunities in basic veterinary hygiene. 
Farm Management 
The farm management department's function 
is to prepare students to operate and manage 
a farm or ranch. Related courses such as statistics, 
law and business organization further aid the 
student in the realization of his goal. 
133 

Schools ( cont'd) 
ARCHITECTURE 
The Surest Test of a 
Civilization ' ' • 
The School of Architecture is big and busy, the 
glamour area of Cal Poly's learn-by-doing aspects. 
Brand new in January, the School plans new degrees 
in City Planning and in Construction Engineering 
and Landscaping to match present degrees of Bache­
lor in Architectural Engineering and Bachelor of 
Architecture. Reality comes through to students when 
they work in "Canyon Construction Company" net­
work of projects arising in the campus hinterland. 
Graduates each year find satsifying and select jobs 
and demand is greater than supply. 
Dean George Hasslein and Friend. 
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Schools ( cont'd) 
Cal Poly architecture students 
constructed the theme piece for the 
convention of the American Insti­
tute of Architects in San Diego 
last October. Poly architecture stu­
dents in the picture at right are left 
to right, bottom row; Ken Francis, 
Ralph Taylor, Gary Croletto. Cen­
ter row; Roger Williams, Jim 
Hobs, Jim Davenport. Top row; 
Doug Peterson. 
The first lights on and the last lights off, characterizes the environment of the architecture student as Richard Bliven, background, can well attest to 1 
136 
Metal flowers and insects designed and 
created by architecture students hold the 
interest of Laurie Phillip and Tom 
Mueller. 
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Schools, ( cont}d) 
Architects Plan Growth of 
Campus and Community 
-
Engineering West, the architecture 5tudents' home away from home for how many years? 
~ ----- - · 
Architectural models provide graphic demonstration of new concepts in structure and design . 
Leisure is the mood expressed by Sophomore architect, Ed Characterized by the "cube", Jim Tibbens is hard at work putting the 
Steinbeck, with his "cardboard chair." finishing touches on a Junior design project. 
The Stress Lab is no strain to students in Architecture who study strength of materials. 
139 





Many of the school's courses deal with electrical and magnetic fields, energy · 
conversion and related topics. A large portion of the senior year is devoted to 
individualized study in these areas. 
The Welding and Metallurgical En­
gineering • department laboratories for 
student use, a metallography laboratory 
and a metallurgy laboratory. The depart­
ment also utilizes various shops, includ­
ing the Mechanical Engineering's; in­
ternal combustion facilities and the dy­
namometer testing center. Michael 
Figon, left, and Glenn Oliveria work 
on an engine block. 
Unidentified student, below, looks like the Ma·sked Marvel as he welds an angle iron. 
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Engineering Is An Application 
Of Science To Living 
Engineering ranges from fundamental research to technical operations. In between, 
there is a broad middle region of design, manufacturing, and marketing dealing with 
physical systems and components. The most important concept in engineering is constant 
interplay between theory, judgment and experience which is needed to solve problems in 
design and application. 
TAU S\GMI' 
1\ll~ll~l~ Hllilll~~\lllli 
~vms -.ou 111 \1\lilll~~''"li 
Jan Gaisford, the school's best 
dressed co-ed, with Engineer­
ing Week symbol. 
Dr. Archie Higdon, Dean of the School of Engineering. 
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Jim Sloneker and Richard Gaskin are shown here work­
ing with the jolt-squeeze which is used in sand casting. 
H enry Buffalow and Dave Mattice inspect the ammonia system used In refrigeration. 
142 
Engineering involves understanding total situations related to 
technical systems. These are analyzed and synthesized into feasible 
planned objectives which seek to interpret the constant interplay 
between theory and application. 
Left : experimental radar station at Poly's airport. 
Above: Electronics students shown checking elementary circuit in a design 
labortory. 
In keeping with the Cal Poly philosophy, "Learn by doing" ' 
the electronic department emphasizes work in the laboratory, shop, 
drawing room, and computer cen ter as well as the classroom. 
Practice and experience calls for judgment and compromises and 
helps the student understand the relationship of principles to 
practices. 
Laboratory work from a student's freshman year until he gra­
duates complements his classroom work. Field trips are taken each 
year to study major outstanding construction and engineering 
projects. 
Right: Allan James puts 
techniques in action. 
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Engineering freshmen learn to use tools, 
instruments, and machines needed in their 
major. Fundamentals and basic principles are 
taught in terms of typical problems en­
countered in industry by the professional en­
gineer. Curricula include seven major 
branches of engineering with opportunities 
for concentrations of subjects within a major 
according to interests and capabilities. En­
gineering student lives are enriched by pro­
fessional societies and social clubs. Tau 
Sigma, for example, is an Engineering So­
ciety for honor students. 
Manufacturing Processing student ]. A. White prepares mill press for operation. 
144 
Electronics students like to experiment. 
Industrial Engineering students John Rohde and Russe ll Cole operate the 
Burgmas ter, computer controlled drill press. 
Aero student flying club owns its own airplanes. 
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Varsity Football 
Green and Gold 
Battle Tough Foes 
Jack Wool climbs ladder for pass block 
Left to Right, Front Row: Larry Nolan, Connie Barger, Rich Colombo, Jack Wool, Jon Sunderland, 
Ken Dalton, Tom Everest, Bill Bentley, Jim Rickard. Second Row: Bob Johnson, Ed Norton, Dale 
Creighton, Rich Christie, Randy Luiz, Steve Arnold, Jeff Carlousky, Larry McCu rry, Roger Fiack. 
Third Row: Joe Hernandez, Ocie Williams, Ced ric Rambo, Ron Hasson, Dick Barret, Gary Abate, 
Steve Hazza rd, Craig Brown, Chase Gregory. Fourth Rou•: John (J.D.) Hughes, AI Coelho, John 
Cooper, Jim Lowe, Bill Sutherland, Tom Valos, Phil Pifer> D ennis Kittle. Fifth Rou•: Chuck Usher, 
Don Sverchek, Rick Roche, Shayne Wallace, Dana Procsal, Dale Annis, Jim Parker, Dan Jackson, 
Lewis Sewell. Sixth Row: Bob Edminster, Freshman Coach, Vic Buccola, Offensive Line, Dave 
Grosz, Offensive Backs, Ron Stutzman, Greg Barnet, Roger Blehm, Art Rowl ev, M1nagu, Jim 
Sanderson, Defensive Backs, Tom Lee, Defensive Line, Sheldon Harden, Head Coach . 
Watchful eye of Coach Harden 
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Rugged Poly defense drops visitor 's passer for big loss of rea l estate 
Face mask grab - 1 5 yards back 
Tom Everest drops all league end, Dave Parks, to halt long Beach passing ru, h 
150 
T he "Big Green" 
Bandits Defend Hard Fought Gains 

Defense was the bright point of the 1967 version of the 
Mustang Gridders. Throughout the season the defense held 
when the going got tough. The Big Green held on the 
ground but through the air it was another story. 
The offense was hurt before the season began with the 
loss of Rich Terrell and Tom Valos, two big ground gainers. 
Injuries also slowed split-end Cecil Turner, pass catch artist 
and speedster. Promising young sophomore Gary Abate 
added spark and life at quarterback but he too was slowed 
late in the season with an injury. 
The Mustangs split the first two games, losing to San 
Francisco State and coming back to beat Sacramento State. 
The best game of the young season was in the new San Diego 
Stadium, where the Mustangs gave the number one team in 
the nation a battle, losing by a touchdown . 
The next week they couldn't quite come back against Cal 
Western, and lost by only one point. Ever powerful Fresno 
State blew in and cleaned the Mustangs by a 40 to 21 count 
San Fernando Valley State and &uce Lemmerman passed by 
the Big Green the following week. 
Homecoming was spoiled by Cal State Long Beach with 
the only blanking of the season. Getting back on the win 
side, the Mustangs pushed aside Cal State Los Angeles. Ray 
Calcagno and the University of Santa Clara Bronco'i then 
proved to be too much for the Mustangs. With two weeks 
rest, the revived Mustangs stomped all over U.C. Santa 
Barbara to end the season on a victorious note. 
Larry McCurry kicks 30 yard field goal 
Ron Hasson breaks through for long gaine r 
151 
Steve H azza rd's bl ock stops pursuing G ators fo r a Sunderl and gainer 
SEASON RECORD 3 W INS 7 LOSSES 
CAL POLY O PPO E TS 
14. ... San Francisco State . 3 1 

17. .. . Sac ramento State 7 

20. . ':'San Diego State . .. . . ..... 26 

13. . . . Ca l W estern ....... . . . ... 14 

14. . * Fresno State .. .. .. .. .. .4 1 

21 .. .... *San f ernando Vall ey State .40 

0 ...... ''' Lo n ,~; Beach State . . . . ... 29 

16 . .. . .. ':'Ca l State LA 6 

7 . .. .... Santa Clara ..... 28 

30 .. . ... . San ta Barba ra . 14 

':' League game 
Ron Stu tzman breaks th roug h r ig id opponents fo r a new record 
in UCSB rout. 
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A ball, a bobble, a battle 





SEASON RECORD 2 Wins 3 Losses 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
10 . . ... Taft College . . ...... 52 
34 . .... Fresno State .. .. . . 18 
38 . .. . . San Fernando Valley State . . . . . 0 
16 .... . Santa Barbara .. . .. ... .. . . ... 34 
6 . .... H ancock . ... .. .... .. 14 
Frosh defenders head off long gain 
Left to Right, Front Row: John Hixso n, Don Milan, Ray Howard, Phil Kenney, Mike Stokes, Phil Wiese, Mark Deitchman. Row 2 : Jim 
Fogarty, Coach, Mike Martin , Doug Charchenko, Bri an Cruess, Tom Marks, Mike Cos ta, Eric Michielssen, Bill Byrd, Russ Brandt, Roger 
H olcombe. Row 3: Chris H all, Cick Chafin , John Grad is, M ichae l Church, Russel Blair, Art Spring , Richard Peck, Bruce Anderson, Bob 
Edminster, Coach. 
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Colt interception wards off touchdown 
Jarring tackle by Bill Byrd saves pass gain 
A ballet and a 
bearhug • 
Showing there is promise for better things to come, the 
1967 Colts put together an exciting season under Coach Bob 
Edminster. Players singled out who can help the varsity next 
season are Don Milan, Mike Church, Mark Deitchman, Chris 
Hall , Ray Howard and Mike Stokes. 
The Colts were up and down this season, starting with 
a trouncing by powerful Taft College 52-0. Many lessons 
were learned in that game that paid off when the Colts visited 
Fresno State JV's. The Colts struck quickly for two scores 
on passes by quarterback Don Milan. Bruce Anderson added 
a long run of SO yards for another touchdown, and the Colts 
were never headed, winning 34-18. 
Opening at home the Colts sent the San Fernando Valley 
State Picadors home on the short end of a 38-0 score. A 
first quarter 38 yard run by halfback Mike Church opened 
the scoring for the Colts. Anderson faked a field goal and 
ran for a second score. Two pass plays ended in touchdowns, 
one for 60 yards from Milan to end Mark Dietchman . 
Going after a third win, the Colts rans against a tough 
UCSB Gaucho squad, losing 34-6. Ending the season at 
Hancock the Colts fought hard against the bigger Bulldogs 
but came up short for a 14-6 loss. 
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Water Polo 
Finmen Splash To Fifth Place 

Finding the going rough, Coach Richard 
Anderson and his Mustang Water Polo team 
came out on the short end of a six win, 
thirteen loss season. Captain Larry Toombs 
was given all league honorable mention. 
Paced throughout the season by Chris Smith, 
Jeff Whitaker, Don Fischbach, Rick Lusby, 
Terry Paine and Larry Toombs, the finmen 
went into the league tournament with a 2 to 
4 record. Taking on San Diego State, the 
Mustangs lost 11 to 4. Dropping into the 
consolation bracket, the Mustangs swam past 
San Francisco State 9 to 5. Continuing their 
winning way, the Mustangs beat Los Angeles 
State 15 to 12. The final meet saw Cal Poly 
Pomona beat the Mustangs 11 to 10. The 
finmen placed fifth in a ten team league 
won by San Jose State. 
Left to Right, Bottom Row: Chris Smith, David Meurer, John Vickerman, Rick Roy, D on Fischbach, 
Larry Toombs, Jeff Whitaker. Top Row: Jim Parsons, Coach Richard Anderson, Terry Paine, Steve 
Brown, Rick Lusby, Bob DeGrasse, Paul Ghere, Ken Toombs. 
David Meurer presses for Poly attack. 
SEASON RECORDS 6 Wins 13 Losses 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
9 ........................... El Camino JC 14 

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fullerton State 16 

4 ._. .... ..... . ........... .,.... . .... UCSB 15 

3 ........... . ..................... UCLA 24 

3 ........................ Cal Poly Pomona i6 

5 ................................. Fresno 12 

6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cerritos JC 8 
12 . . . ............ . ....... San Francisco State 4 

4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . UC Berkeley 11 
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fullerton State 1 
2 . .. .. .............. . . Cal State Long Beach 22 

8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal State LA 7 
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Diego State 5 
2 . ........... ..... San Fernando Valley State 6 

12 .. ..... .... .. ......... Monterey Peninsula 1 

* 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Diego State 11 
* * 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San Francisco State 5 
**15 ............................ Cal State LA 12 
**15 . ....... . . .... . ............. Cal State LA 12 
**10 ............... . ........ Cal Poly Pomona 11 
* CCAA Championship Bracket 
* * CCAA Consolation Bracket 
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Cross Country Harriers Surprise 
League Finish Third 
Left to Right! Front Row: Barry DeGroot, Jeff James, Terry Record, Bob 
Wharton. Mrddle Row: Dave Millette, Allan Nerell, Richard Arriaga, 
Raul Rtvera. Top Row: Eddy Cadena, Coach Dick Purcell, Jim Arriaga. 
Ed Cadena alone at the front all season 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
3rd Long Beach Invitational 
23 Cal State Long Beach 34 
39 San Jose State 20 
3rd Mt. SAC Invitational 
28 Westmont 25 
3rd CCAA 
23rd NCAA 
Coach Dick Purcell's Mustang Cross Country team 
surprised many as they came through with a .third place 
finish in the CCAA League meet. Paced by Ed Cadena 
and Terry Record the Mustangs entered the Long Beach 
Invitational and took third place. Cal State Long Beach 
fell to the Mustangs 23 to 34 (low score wins). San Jose 
State's powerful team met the Mustangs on familiar home 
ground and ran away with a 20 to 39 score. Mt. SAC 
Invitational was next and the Mustangs took third. A 
close race against Westmont saw the Mustangs lose 28 to 
25. 
The surprising CCAA meet was held in the Mustangs' 
backyard and they came away third with Ed Cadena 
fourth. At the NCAA meet the Mustangs finished twenty 
third with Cadena again finishing fourth after leading 
most of the way. 





In One Year 

Taking second place in only one year of 
a sport is just what Coach Terry Ward and 
his Mustang soccer team did in the South­
ern California Collegiate Soccer Association. 
Sporting a 7-2-1 record the Mustangs placed 
Erwin Hildenhagen , Richard Kibushi , Luis 
Mejia, and Dieter Thomas on the All Con­
ference team. Honorable mention went to 
Arnold Ruiz and Team Captain, John 
Gbenedio. 
Opening the season with a win over Cal 
Tech 2-1, the Mustangs looked good. Meet­
ing the eventual first place team UCLA, the 
Mustangs fought hard for a 2-2 deadlock. 
A big breather the next week saw the 
Mustangs clobber Occidental 10-0. UCSB 
followed in a tough win for the Mustangs 
1-0. USC was the next victim for Poly by 
a 3-1 count. 
The Mustangs lost something and were 
defeated by Westmont 3-1. Three straight 
victories followed for the footballers over 
Fresno Pacific 8-3 , Loyola 4- 1, and Cal 
State Fullerton 12-1. Ending the season, 
the Mustangs lost 3-0 to Pomona. 
SEASON RECORD 7-2-1 
CAL POLY OPPONENT 
2 . ... . . . ... . ..... *Cal Tech 1 

2 . . ..... . ......... . *UCLA 2 
10 . . .. . ... . ...... *Occidental 0 
1 ... ........ . .... ... *UCSB o 
3 . ... ...... . ......... *USC 1 
1 ..... ..... . . ... *Westmont 3 
8 ..... .. . .. . *Fresno Pacific 3 
4 ............... . . . *Loyola 1 
12 ... . . . .. . *Cal State Fullerton 1 
0 ..... . . . .... . . ... *Pomona 3 
*Association Games 
Erwin Hildenhagen goes thru the middle for another score. 
How to get a tri-grain headache! 
158 
Left to Right, Bottom Row : Erwin Hildenhagen, Mike Bell , Dave Kelly, John Eliel , Ri chard Kibushi, lui s Mejia. Row 2: Dave Spencer, 
Chet Koper, Bob Manuel , Mitri Muna. Rou• 3: Vincent Gondwe, Ron Higgins, Di ete r Thomas, John Gbenedio, team captain; Terry W ard, 
coach; Ramesh Petal, Jacob Alere, Arnold Rui z, Sven Weir. 
The Bouncing Ball Ballet 
"Mind if I sit thi s one out(" 
159 
Women's Sports 
Basket and two points for Marilyn Manfrina. 
The Fairer 
Sex-Fragile? 
Speedster Sharon Chatman on a long gainer in the annual 
Powderpuff Grid Game. 
Cal Poly women aren't so fragile! The 
female footballers fought from UCLA to 
Cal Lutheran and felled the frailer foes . 
Basketball, Fencing and Tennis turned them · 
on athletically and showed that power, poise 
and performance add up to the Poly P for 
the distaff side. Fragile femmes or feminine 
finesse? Take a gander at these pictures and 
decide! 
Donna Carter and Janice Allison 







Meeting other dorms and groups of people is the purpose of 
the intramurals program. Football, basketball, tennis, track, soccer, 
rugby, baseball, bicycle meets and others, make this a reality. 
Under the direction of Coach Vaughn Hitchock, the intramu­
rals are scheduled and played in leagues which lead to playoffs and 
tournaments. Competition is rough and tempers rise in the spirit 
of fun and healthy recreation. 
Rugger caught from behind. 




Doug Ostrom goes through the opposition along the baseline, and up for a basket. 
Having only 59 more points scored against them than they could bucket, the Mustang basketball squad of Coach Stu Chestnut 
ended the season with an 11-12 record. The league race saw Cal Poly end with a 5-9 record . Upset minded were the roundballers as 
they knocked off national power, San Diego State, nipped Poly Pomona and almost got Fresno State. 
~Mike LaRoche led all scorers with over 700 points to break not only the school record but the CCAA record. Les Rogers and Ar­
nold Sloan pulled down most of the rebounds for Poly while Doug Ostrom, Bill Pandiani and AI Spencer guided the attack. 
Playing at Poly Pomona for the first time deafened the Mustangs and they lost 101-75. Playing in the friendly confines of their 
own gym, the Mustangs fought from behind to take back the win at 90-89. Fresno State thought that Poly would show no competi­
tion after a 104-72 rout in Fresno. To the contrary, the Mustangs put up one of their better battles and wound up short 85-77. 
Other league opponents showed their might to the Mustangs on both meetings. Cal State Long Beach clobbered the Mustangs 
twice. San Fernando Valley State, San Diego and Poly Pomona all split games. 
162 
Mike La Roche jumps his point total. 
Coach Stu Chestnut ca lls fo r more acti on on 
defense. 
Varsity Basketball 
La Roche Breaks 
All-Time Scoring 
Records 
Arnold Sloan ti ps to Les Rogers and Mike La Roche 
163 
Mustang Basketball 
Speed, Quick Hands, Hot Shooters 
Rebound up for grabs by Arnold Sloan 
----------~n-~;3 
Mike LaRoche starts his move for points 
Clay D luehosh stretches for a rebound 
164 
Les Rogers g rabs rebo und in upset of San D iego. York drives for two points. 
Left to Right, Bottom Row : Bob D ailey, Les Rogers, Mike La Roche, Arno ld Sloan, Barry Pri nce. Clay Dl uehosh. Lynn York. Bt~ck Rou·: D wayne 
H ead, assistant coach, Bill Pandiani , Bill Garri son, Alan Spencer, Steve Pearson, Frank Savage, Dale Millete, D oug Ostrom, Stu Chestnut, head 
coach. 
165 
Loog jumper by Dale Millete beats defensive block. 
Arnold Sloan slips by for two points. Les Rogers battles for rebound against Long Beach. 
166 
Bill Pandiani sets Mustang defense. He was the scat-back for rallying the team. 
AI Spencer fires over Fullerton's Joe Ware. 
SEASON RECORD 12 WINS 12 LOSSES 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
113 ........... . ..... Azusa Pacific 99 

66 .... . .. . ... . San Francisco State 73 

81 . . . . . . College of Southern Utah 82 

90 . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chapman College 82 

64 . . . . . **University of San Diego 78 

76 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * *UC Riverside 65 

88 ... . .... *Cal State Los Angeles 93 

61 ..... *San Fernando Valley State 91 

79 . . . . . . . . . *Cal State Long Beach 98 

89 ..... . ..... . . *San Diego State 77 

88 .. . .......... UC Santa Barbara 83 

97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sonoma State 57 

75 ........... . *Cal Poly Pomona 101 

96 . . . . . . . . . . . *Cal State Fullerton 84 

72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *Fresno State 104 

85 . . ...... *Cal State Los Angeles 110 

87 . (ot) *San Fernando Valley State 83 

76 . . . . . . . . *Cal State Long Beach 97 

75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . *San Diego State 94 

103 ............ Westmont College 89 

108 . . . . . . . . . . *Cal State Fullerton 81 

90 . ........... *Cal Poly Pomona 89 

77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *Fresno State 85 

* CCAA Games 
** Western Tourney at San Diego 
167 
L, (I lo righl. /;''""/// rou : Rick P~n<~. ) ~n· 1'\elson, Ro n Thomas. [J,,d Roll' : 13:trry Ebcrso l, Mark Eva rts, Dwayne H ead , coach; Perry Pederson, 
Ph.il 1'\orthcraft. !\ ',, ! f'iclurcd: Cha rl ~s J oachim, Ga ry H ubbs . 
T"'o hands for l\\'o point' by Phil i'\orthuaft. 	 Pu ry Pederson (-15 ) bl ocks shot and Mark Coach D wayne Head fo llows hi.s Co lts 
E,·arts (', 5) \\'a it s for the ti p. closely. 
Crowd of arms awaits rebound. 





With a close 11-10 winning season, Dwayne Head 's Frosh 
Colts showed continual promise for the varsity year. Chuck 
Joachim put on a scoring spree which saw him hit in double 
figures each game. 
In league play, the Colts ended up on the short side at 3-7. 
The three wins were over Cal State Los Angeles twice and an 
overtime thriller against Fresno which reversed a previous loss. 
With a 3-1 record, the Colts beat Cal State LA, Porterville 
twice, :md Coalinga. They lost to San Fernando and UC Santa 
Barbara. Four defeats followed with Cal Poly Pomona, Cal 
State Fullerton, Taft and Fresno State. The return win against 
Cal State LA and loss to San Fernando, then wios against Taft 
and Westmont, raised the Colts' spirits. 
Cal State Fullerton and Poly Pomona edged the Colts be­
fore the overtime victory over Fresno to end the season. 
~--------------------------------~~ 
SEASON RECORD 11 WINS 10 LOSSES 
CAL POLY OPPONENTS 
86 ................... . .. . Men's Colony 84 
81 Men 's Colony 68 
109 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stoa Insurance, Ventura 49 
63 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cuesta College 74 
75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal State Los Angeles 49 
62 ... ... ....... San Fernando Valley State 74 
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Porterville JC 83 
78 ... . .. . ... .. ............. Coalinga JC 65 
66 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . UC Santa Barbara 83 
75 . . ..... . ........... . ... Porterville JC 7l 
72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal Poly Pomona 77 
65 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal State Fullerton 69 
72 ...... . . .. .. . ...... . .... . ... Taft JC 73 
72 ........ . ................ Fresno State 82 
62 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal State Los Angeles 42 
78 .......... .. . San Fernando Valley State 83 
88 . ... .. .... . .................. Taft JC 82 
91 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Westmont College 72 
78 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cal State Fullerton 80 
94 ..... . ............... Cal Poly 'Pomona 104 





Mustang Grapplers . .. 
Show Experience-Stability 

Greg Barnet finds the air thin in a double leg and pick hold. 	 Coach Vaughn Hitchcock, catalyst for victorious 
team. 
Left to right, Front Row: Quinn Morgan, John Yasuda, Fred Richardson, Jesse Flores, Dan Pry, Tom Moule, Don Sturges. Middle Row: Dewayne 
Blackwell, Ronnie Shearer, Steve Johnson, Kent Wyatt, Don Blazej, Sam King, Shayne Wallace, Mike Remer, assistant coach. Back Row: Vaughn 
Hitchcock, head coach; H ank Drabin, Greg Barnet, Tom Kline, Ken Bos, John Wood-s, Rick Arnold, Dennis Downing, assistant coach. (A bJent : 




In Six Years 

Sweeping through the CCAA like gangbusters, Coach 
Vaughn Hitchock's Mustang grapplers took their sixth straight 
championship. Seven individual championships were added 
to the trophy case as John Yasuda, 123; Dan Pry, 139; Kent 
Wyatt, 145 (undefeated); John Finch, 152 ; Rick Arnold , 
160; Tom Kline, 191 (undefeated); and heavyweight Greg 
Barnet whipped their opponents. Second places went to Jesse 
Flores, 130; John Woods, 167; and Ken Bos, 177. Third 
place was nailed down by Quinn Morgan, 115. Six conference 
dual meets were a pushover for the grapplers, who outscored 
league opponents by 150 points . Taking on a University sched­
ule, the Mustangs prepared for the fina ls at the NCAA Cham­
pionship meet. A bout with the flu bug ran the Mustangs into 
three defeats on a northern trip into Oregon. Tournament 
action saw the Mustangs take the University of Arizona 
Tournament and place second at the UCLA Holiday Tourna­
ment, losing only to Iowa State, the same team which beat 
Poly a week previously. 
SEASON RECORD 13 W INS 4 LOSSES 
CAL POLY 	 OPPONENTS 
1st V. OF ARIZONA TOURNAMENT: Cal 

Poly 80, UCLA 69, Ariz. St. 59. 

9 ...... . ...... Iowa State University 18 

2nd UCLA TOURNAMENT : Iowa St. 87, Cal 

Poly 68, UCLA 64, Utah 49, Oregon St. 37, 

BYV 24, Arizona 22, Fresno St. 12. 

32 . . . . . . . . . . . . *Cal State Los Angeles 3 

37 ...... . . . *San Fernando Valley State 0 

21 .... . . . ..... University of Wyoming 6 

32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stanford 3 

32 . ........... . ........ UC Berkeley 5 

15 . . . ..... . .............. . .. UCLA 12 

26 ..... . . .. University of New Mexico 5 

11 .. .... .. .... .. ... . .. Portland State 20 

16 .... ..... . University of Washington 14 

14 . .. . .......... University of Oregon 17 

11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oregon State 19 

29 ....... . ..... ... *Cal Poly Pomona 0 

27 . . . . . . . . . . . . *Cal State Long Beach 6 

32 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *San Diego State 5 

20 . .... . .............. *Fresno State 8 

29 . .. .. .. ... . . ........ San Jose State 5 

1st 	 CCAA TOURNAMENT: Cal Poly 120, 

Fresno 83, CSLB 55, Cal Poly Pomona 24, San 





* CCAA matches 
John Yasuda battles his way to another league championship. 
Bridge proves futile against Steve Johnson 
Back souffle bends DeWayne Blackwell 





in Three Years 

Breaking all scoring records, the Mustangs grabbed 
the National crown for the second time in three years. 
Placing three individuals in the championships, the 
Mustangs scored 91 points to break the old record of 
86 points established by Portland State, last year's 
wmner. 
Poly's individual champions are Kent Wyatt 145, 
John Finch 152, and Tom Kline 191. Taking second 
place was John Woods at 167. Sam King 123, and 
Ken Bos 177, grabbed thirds for the Mustangs. 
John Yasuda applies head and arm hold in hard fought battle. 
Ken Wyatt presses for a win with an over and under ride. 
Referee, Jim Teem, calls a pin for the Mustangs. 
174 
Dan Pry locks on head and arm hold. 
Arm and crotch hold leads to win for Tim Kline. 
Steve Johnson pins his opponent for five team points. 
175 
Dave Meurer dives into sprint. 
Front Row: Dave Meurer, Rick Nelson, Sam Bell, Bill Loscotolf. Secoud 
Row: Coach Di ck Anderson, Brett Mickelson, Ken Toombs, Bob De,grassc, 
Steve Whitwill, Rich Taylor. Third Row: Larry Toombs, Dan Drew, Steve 
Brown, Bill Lester, Chris Smith, Don Fischback. 




Getting on the winning side, Coach D ick Anderson 's Swim 
Team splashed to a 4-2 season. Entering the CCAA Relays, 
the linmen took third. In the UCSB Invitational, the Mustangs 
swam to fifth place. 
Meeting Cal Poly Pomona, the Mustangs took a 69-42 
decision. Fresno State swamped the Mustangs 70-43. Cal State 
Fullerton fell to the Mustangs 74-31 as did San Fernando 
Valley State 76-37 . Powerful San Diego State beat the Mus­
tangs 73-40. Monterey Peninsula J.C. lost to Poly 79-32 to end 
dual meets. 
Ron Swart executes backward somcrsa ul t in 
3 meter dive. 
Gymnastics 
Form Beats Gymnasts 
Losing all but one meet, Coach Vic Buccola and his 
Mustang Gymnasts met many outstanding competitors. 
On the bright side, the trampoline duo of Clayton Chris­
man and Steve Endicott, were consistent winners. They 
traveled to the NCAA meet to show their abilities at the 
close of the season. 
Evan Artran strains in inverted cross on rings. 
Fro11t Row: Mike Harris, Evan Artran, Ruben Viramontes, Allen 
Evans. Back Row: Carl D aughters, Clayton Chrisman, Coach Vic 
Buccola, Bill Handley, Steve Endicott. 
Carl Daughters executes hand stand on parallel bars. 

Mike Harris swings into giant swing on high bar. 
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Damann, Allan S. 
Poultry 
Fernstrom, Gary B. 
Industrial Engin . 
Griffin, Wayne 
Business Admin. 
Hathaway, Ronald L. 
Animal Husbandry 
Hauck, James P. 





Business Admin . 

Jennings, D ennis R. 
Business Admin. 
Kotula, Mitchel L. 
Social Science 
Levering, Robert B. 
Business Admin . 
Malone, Daniel 

Electronic Engin . 

Mello, Jr. Frank 
Ani mal Husbandry 
Nematzadeh, Mohammad 
Enviromental Engin. 
Ngongi, Amos Gn 
Crop Production 





Cal Poly Who 1S Who- 1968 
This year, thirty-two Cal Poly students have earned recognition 
in this specialized Who's Who. They were first recommended by 
the A.S.I. and accepted on the basis of their academic achievement. 
and participation in campus activities. These honored graduates · 
have also maintained a grade average better than the average of 
the college's student body. 
Each student who becomes a member receives a certificate of 
recognition awarded by the organization and presented at the 
school; benefits of the Student Placement Service provided by the 
organization if he needs assistance in making employment contacts 
or supplying other recommendations; recognition in the annual 
publication, for the year during which he was selected, in the form 
of a statement about his college and personal record, and a listing 
in the index under his college. 
Not Pictu red 
Bancroft, William 
De Albuquerque, Klaus 
J aeger, Stevan 
Jones, Thomas 
Kes ler, Stephen 
Macy, John 
Twining, Bruce 
Underhill , Patricia 
Nichol, Robert E. Nist, Barbara S. O 'N eill, Kathleen Roper, Daniel 
Electronic Engin. Poultry Mathemati cs Electronic.Eng in . 
Stanhope, Terry R. Whitson, Mary W oolley, Ann E. Yang, !n-Yu 
Electronic Engin. English Socia I Science Bio. Chemistry 
and Math. 
181 
((College" Was Four Years Of Hard Work, 

Abel, David G . 
lovelock, Nevada 
Animal Husbandry 
Aiello, D ennis 
San leandro 
Mathematics 
Acuna, Ithri Affleck, Cheryl Ah med, Feroze Ahmed, Othman 
Guatemala Wasco Karachi , Pakistan Riedh, Saudi Arabia 
Animal Husbandry Home Economics Environmental Engin. Ag . Bus. Mgt. 
Aken, Darryl Allan, William Allison, Carolyn Al uchio, Rapando Anaebera, Anthony Anderson, Carrol 
Carmel Burbank Palos Verdes Kakamega, Kenya Urualla, E. Nigeria Chu la Vista 
Mathematics Dairy Husband ry H ome Economics M echanica l Engin . Mechanized Ag. English 
Anderson, Edward Anderson, Ellory Anderson, James Anderson, Kri sti Andrews, Ray Angelo, John 
Pittsburg Malibu ~fau i, Hawaii San Fran cisco Santa Ynez Pacific Grove 
Technica l Arts Farm Management Crop Production H ome Economics Mechan ica l Engin . English 
Anglea , Robert 
Northridge 
Mathematics 
Arias, J ohn 
Lakeview 
Architecture 
Arnold, Benj amin 
Palm Desert 
Animal H usbandry 
As lam, Muhammad 
W azirabad, Pakistan 
Mechanical Engin. 
Ange, Mau ri e Jean Aring, Robert 
Manteca M entone 
Bio. Sciences Ornamental Hort. 
Aul akh , Guizar 
Punjab, In dia 
Aero. Engin. 









Attebery, Laraine Aut ry, Joyce Aycox, Janice 
South Gate Arroyo Grande Colton 
Eng lish Physica l Educa tion H ome Economics 
182 
Hard Fun, Hard Study And Hard Knocks 

Baker, D ennis 
Reseda 
Poultry 
Baker, Richa rd \X'­
La Canada 
Architectural Engin . 
Bailes, Edward E. 
alinas 
Aero. Engin. 
Ball, John Balmat, Phillip Bardin, Steve 
Compton Chowchilla Snakesnavei, S. D. 




Runes. Jim E. 
Fullerton 
Mechanical Engin. 
Bardon, Michael J. 











Barrett. Thomas A . Bartell, Lee 
Vallejo Bakersfield 






Animal Hu sbandry 




Turroalba. Costa Rica 
Mechanized Ag. 
Baz<-. John D. 
1pomo 
Soils Sciences 
Bauer. Steven D. 
.\!intra! 
Busines~ Admi n. 
lleck<-r . Barbara J. lkcker, Jennifer 
Orange:: El Taro 
Social Science; 11ome Economics 
Bedri, Abdelrahman A. 





Bellin, Robert W 
San Luis Obispo 
Bio. Sciences 
Bell , Theodore A. Jr. 
Calistoga 
Animal Husbandry 
Bemis. Frank Benedict. Charles Benish. James E. Benson, Robert 
San Diego Chatsworth Oakland Carpinteria 
Mathematics Bio. Sciences Printing Tech. Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
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Ag ricultural Engin. 
Bernhart, Dennis G. 
Buena Park 
Mechanical Engin. 
Berg, Ernes t Bergquist, Alan Berkey, Elaine Berlin, Karen 
Menlo Park D owney Lafayette Santa Cruz 
Industrial Engin. Business Admin. Home Economics Home Econ .-Dietetics 
Berry, Marilyn L. 
San Bernardino 
H ome Economics 
Bertolero, Buzz Beshears, Haydon Beshears, Jeanette Best, Roger ]. Bevis, Dennis M . 
Oakland Delhi , Calif. Santa Ana La Canada Studio City 




l3iddles, Henry N. 
Arroyo Grande 
Mathematics 
Beyer, Dennis F. Bhatia, H arinder S. Biancalana, Claire M. Biggs, Anita 
D elano New Delhi, India Soquel Coalinga
Agricultu ral Engin. Electronics Engin. H ome Economics Social Sciences 








Mechanica l Engin. 
Bishop, Victoria 
San Marino 
Business Admin . 
Bilyeu, Gary A. Birkenseer, Donald L. Bischoe, Sandra 
Atascadero Millbrae Idyllwild
Business Admin. Printing Tech . Bio. Sciences 
Bitting, Kenneth 
Pacific Palisades 
Mechanica l Engin. 















Blair, Margaret Blasick, Charlene 
Los Angeles Fontana 
Home Economics Physical Educatioh 
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Boatman, Janet L. 
Bakersfield 
Physica l Education 
Bookout, Marvin 
Bakersfield 




Blevins, J erry 
Sacramento 
Aero . Engin. 
Bode, William 
Santa Ana 









Business Admin . 
Bogner, Stephen 
San Luis Obispo 
Environmental Engin. 
Borjon , Pat 
W asco 
Home Economics 
Bramel, J eanne 
Santa Barbara 
Home Economics 




Santa Pau la 
Animal Husbandry 


















Braun, J onna 
San Luis Obispo 




Booker, D avid 
San Luis Obispo 







Brewster, Charles A. Briggs, Ronald Brockmann, David Brody, H al Brown, Chris Brown, David ]. 
Palos Verdes Estates Montebello Lakewood Los Angeles Oakland Los Angeles 
Archi tecture Architecture Journalism M echanica l Engin. Technical Arts Mathematics 
185 
Can It Be Over? Someday We'll Look Back 

Brown, Rae Gene 
Studio City 
Home Economics 
Brown, Robert L. Brown, Russell Brownlee, Diane Buck, John Buck, Virginia 
Ransomvi lle, N.Y. Van Nuys Arroyo Grande Millbrae Vallejo 
Poultry Technical Arts Physical Education Physics Social Sciences 
Bulama, Madu Burdette, Stephen Butler, Robert Butterbaugh, John S. Caldwell, Michael Calmatta, Peter V . 
Nigeria Los Angles San Luis Obispo Strathmore Napa Valletta Malta 
Animal Husbandry Business Admin. Industrial Engin. Social Sciences Electronic Engin. Ornamental Hort. 






Carlovsky, Jeffery R. 
Imperial Beach 
Social Sciences 
Campbell, AI B. Campbell, Sue Canales, Jose 
Napa Granada Hills Pi xley 










Carter, David Carter, Lynn Cartwright, Patricia A. 
Yosemite Glendale Castro Valley 




Caulkins , Gary 
Santa Paula 
Agronomy 
Chaker, Lucien Chandler, Diana Chapman, Barnard R. Chapman, Larry J . 
Shell Beach Shell Beach Whittier Watsonville 
Aero. Engin. Social Sciences Mechanized Ag. Electronics Engin. 
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Arc hi tectu re 

Chung, Jonathan 
N ew York, N.Y. 
Electronics Engin . 











Business Admin . 











Business Admin . 








Environmental Engin . 
















Chrisman, Clayton P. 
Santa Monica 







Coelho, Gary J. 
Lemoore 
Business. Admin . 
Chu , T ony 
Taipai, Taiwan 
Architecture 
Clardy, J ohn 
S1n Carl os 
Business. Admin. 





Animal Husba ndry 
Cohen, Barry Lee Co leman, D arrell D. Coleman, Thomas K. Collier, Joan Colvin , James,.V Combs, Margaret 
San Francisco San Luis Obispo Barstow Anaheim Lodi Berkeley 
Ornamental Hort. Electronics Engin. Bio. Sciences Home Economics Poultry English 
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A Senior and a Student- The Difference 

Considine, Robert J . Considine, Sally Contreras, Hilario Jr. Conwell, Walt Cook, Roger Cookson, John 
Arcadia Sherman Oaks Santa Maria Van Nuys Clarksburg Santa Barbara 
Business Admin. Social Sciences Business Admin. Architecture Farn1 Management Bio. Chemistry 
..... 
Cooper, J ohn H. Cooper, Mark Cornelius, Ron Courtemanche, Linda Cowger, Gloria 
Glendora Santa Barbara Bakersfield Walnut Creek Chicago Heights, Ill. 
Electronics Engin. Technical Arts Technical Arts Home Economics Social Sciences 






Cowles, James Cox, Eugene Crane, Bernard ]. 
Maywood New Cuyama Torrance 







Crawford, Don R. 
Yucaipa 
Mechanical Engin. 
Croletto, Gary Croxton, Paul J. Culmer, K. Douglas Cummings, Robert Cummings, William Cuneo, James A. 
San Carlos Peta luma Inglewood Redwood City Arcadia Jackson 
Architecture Industrial Engin. Mathematics Ag. Bus. Mgt. Industrial Engin. Ag. Bus. Mgt. 






Cunningham, Barry]. Curd, Warren Custode, Frank Z . DaJabhoy, Salim Dade, John G. 
Castro Valley Corte Madera Ecuador, South Amer. Karachi, Pakistan Lafayette 
Mathematics Me,chanical Engin. Electronics En.t:in. Environmental Engin. Technical Arts 
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Dannewi tz, H . Richard 
Windsor 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Damann, Alan Dang, W endell Daniel, D ennis 
Frazier Park Honolulu San Luis Obispo 
Poultry Mechanical Engin . Architectural Engin. 
Dardenelle, Allen G. 
W oodland Hills 
Animal Husbandry 
D awson, Nancy 
San Jose 
Eng li sh 
Dass, Jain Davies, James Davis, Susan D1vis. Thomas R. 
Ludhiana, India Belvedere Lake Almanor Borrego Springs 







D emma, Susan 
Arroyo Grande 
English 
Day, Gary E. Dean, A. Lynn Deane, Larry 
Ridgecrest Carmel Valley Lagu na Beach 
Arch. & Soc. Sciences English Business Admin. 
Demma Timothy 
Redwood City 







D essayer, Rain 
Glendale 
Social Sciences 
DePue, James De Rose, Alfred 
Mountain View Hanford 
Mathematics Animal Husbandry 
D e Vine, Edward 
Vallejo 
Electronics Engin. 






Dietz, Carole Lynn 
Whittier 
Bio. Sciences 
Desy, John Paul D ickerson, Mark Dieter, Vernon 
Quebec, Canada Lindsay W asco 
Poultry Ag. Bus. Mgt. Social Sciences 
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A Senior's Final Thirst For Knowledge 

D ietze, J ames A. 
Arcadia 
Architecture 
D oble, Lee A. Jr. Doelle, Hellen D olcater, Steven Dorn , Pete 
San Luis Obispo Santa Maria Manteca Pasadena 
Business Admin . Social Sciences Electronics Engin. Business Admin. 
D orn, Bob 
La Canada 
Physical Education 
D orris, Ronald P. D ozier, Sandra Dreisbach, Sylvia 
Alturas Rio Vista Anaheim 
Bio. Sciences English H ome Economics 
Dow, Richard W . 
Sco ttsdale, Arizona 
Farm Management 
Dumas, Evangeline 
Pullman, W ash. 
Physical Education 
Dunn, J ames 
Rolling Hills 
Architectural Eng. 
Durant, John A. 
Palm Desert 
Business Admin. 
D yer, Mary E. 
Fullerton 
H ome Economics 
Eastman, Patricia F.dsa ll , Suzanne Ehrler, Marilyn 
Whit ti er Sonoma Oxnard 
English H ome Economics Home Economics 
Edmondson, Geo rge 
Bakersfi eld 
Social Sciences 
Ellis, Renee E. 
San Jose 
H ome Economics 
Enns, Robert B. Equinoa, Richard Erhardt, Judith Espinosa, Eduardo 
Bakersfield Avila Redwood Ci ty Piura, Peru 
T echnical Arts Physical Educa tion Physica l Educati on Fruit Production 
Etuke, Wilson I. 
Evwreni , Nigeria 





Architectural Engin . 

Ferg uson, William 
El Centro 
Mechanical Engin. 
Eubank, Sandra Fach, D orothy Farleigh, Robert Ferguson, Douglas 
Riverside Santa Monica Trinidad San Rafael 
H ome Economics H ome Economics Mathematics Business Admin . 
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Is Quenched At The Fountain Of Graduation 

Fernstrom, Gary 
St. H elena 
Industrial Engin. 
Ferrell, George Fiack, Roger D . Folendorf, Timothy Fornof, John Forsen, Kenneih L. 
Santa Barbara Tracy Angels Camp Mechanicsburg, Ohio Inglewood 
Electronics Enjlin . Farm Management Farm Management Printing and Bus . Ad . Mathematics 
Forster, Patrick 
San Juan Capistrano 
Business Admin . 
Foster, D udley B. 
Garden Grove 
Mechani cal Engin. 
Forte, Barbara Fox, Linda ]. Franklin, J ames D . 
Woodland Hills Nipomo Redwood City 
Home Economics English Architectural Engin. 




Bus . Ad . and Ace. 

Franklin, Robert L. 
Cassel 
Mathematics 
Frassetti, Richard Frtidel, Richard Friberg, Richard Friend, Richard Frost, Richard 
Gilroy Napa Alturas Pismo Beach Huntington Beach 




Fye, Donald R. 
Hemet 
Mathematics 
Fucci, Rona ld Fujita, Kiyo to Fujitani, Shigeru Furtado, Rona ld J . 
Santa Maria Los Angeles Lincoln Modes to 
Business Admin . Mechani cal Engin. Architecture Animal Husbandry 
Gabriel , John Roy 
Fullerton 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 




Gaiser, D ennis A. Gamble, Russell A. Gamlin, Paulette Gardiner, J ames 
Santa Ana Carmel Valley San Carlos San Luis Obispo 
Electronics Engin . Archi tecture Bio. Sciences Physical Education 
After Four Years Of No Place to Park 

Garver, James A. 
San Luis Obispo 
Industrial Engin. 
Gatenby, Joan L. 
Oakland 
Social Scieuces 
Garpner, Jan Alan 
Pasadena 
Architectural Engin. 
Gbenedio, John B. Geer, John Getz, Patricia 
Oghrerhe, Nigeria San Jose Redwood City 
Agricultural Engin. Business Admin. English 
Gibeau!, William A. 
Oakland 
Printing Tech . 
Gill , James 
Oxnard 
Farm Management 



















San Luis Obispo 
Social Sciences 
Gladden, Ken 
San Luis Obispo 
Social Sciences 
Goddard, Cathy Goettel, Susan 
Pasadena Benicia 































Green, Dianne D. 
Whittier 
Social Sciences 











Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Grimes, Jerry 
San Lorenzo 
Business Admin . 
Green, Ken A . Griffin, Wayne Griffiths, Vincent 
Redwood City Glendale Merced 




















San Luis Obispo 
Aero. & Math. Eng in. 
H affani, AbJessatar 
Tunisia 
Fruit Production 
Gruman, H ollis Gwin, Robert Haftlfi nger, Jack 
Belmont Inglewood Grass Valley 






H ome Economics 
Hagemann, D ennis 
Santa Rosa 
Mathematics 
Hajj , Nabil 






Chicago H eights, Ill. 
Social Sciences 
H annah, Patrick 
Yucaipa 




H anson, J ohn E. 
Fai r Oaks 
Technical Arts 
Har rison, Judith 










Arch . Engin. 
Hardison, Geraldine Harring ton, Pamela 
Fillmore Paso Robles 
Social Sciences Physical Education 
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Study Breaks Consisted OfJaunts To 31 Flavors, 

Hass, Robert E. Hathaway, Ronald L. Hatheway, Michael E. Hatton, Ronald Hauck, James P. Havlik, Neil 
Pacific Palisades Burney Santa Barbara Davis San Luis Obispo Berkeley 
Printing Tech. Animal Husbandry Bio. Sciences Mathematics Physics & Mathematics Bio . Sciences 
Hayden, Richard Hazelton, Royal W. H earne, John Hedrick, Donald E. 
Long Beach Pixley Lafayette Midway City 




Henderson, Gilbert J r. 
Vallejo 
Mathematics 
Hendrix, Barton Hendrix, Robert E. Henig in, Paul ]. H epler, Bradford 
Walnut Creek San Luis Obispo Santa Maria Mountain View 
Bio. Sciences Business Admin. Business Admin . Chemistry 
Henshaw, Fri tz H . 
Oakland 
Mechanical Engin . 
Hershey, John 
Bakersfield 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Hickel, Evelyn L. Hicks, Robert G . Higley, Donald Hild, Robert B. 

Hemet Crannell Los Angeles Arcadia 

Bio. Sciences Animal Husbandry Aero. Engin . Industrial Engin. 

H icken, Georgia 
Santa Clara 
Bio. Sciences 
H icks, John 
Yuba City 




Hildenhagen, Erwin Hill , D onna H ill, U. Gabriel Hill, U. Joseph Hillman, William 
San Luis Obispo Red lands Los Angeles Los Angeles Atascadero 
Business. Admin . Social Sciences Architectura l Engin . Architectural Engin . Social Sciences 
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Hughes, Cheryll S. 











Hughes, W. Earl 
Redwood City 
Mathematics 
Hobbs, James R. 






















































San Luis Obispo 
Mathematics 
Hunton, Tom 
Junction City, Oregon 
Animal Husbandry 
Hutchcroft, Susan Huyck, EarlL. Ilori, ·Isaiah Innes, John Inselman, Larry Irwin, Jerry 
South Pasadena Lompoc Nigeria Los Angeles Modesto Davis 
Home Economics Crops Prod. Agricultural Engin. Ornamental Hort. Technical Arts Bio. Sciences 
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For Some Seniors Their College Experience 

Irving, Stephanie 























James, Judi Jantsch, Karen Jarpa,Jorge Jenks, Douglas 
Atherton Pasadena Santiago, Chile San Jose 
Physical Education English Animal Husbandry Ornamental Hart. 
Jennings, Dennis 
Stockton 
Business Admin . 
Jespersen, Lawrence 
Paso Robles 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Jester, Charles 
Arnold, Mo. 




Jester, Dorothy Jimenez, Ernesto 
Santa Monica Tijuana, Mexico 
Biology Dairy Husbandry 
Johns , Richard 
Oakland 









Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Johnson, Glenn 
San Luis Obispo 
Business Admin. 




Ag. Bus. Mgt. 

Johnson, Timothy A. 
Paso Robles 
Bw. Sciences 
Johnson, James Johnson, Jeanne Johnson, Noel Johnson, Sue 
Vallejo Bakersfield Pomona Sunnyvale 
Social Sciences Ag. Bus. Mgt. Technical Arts Home Economics 
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Jones, Candace A. 
Bakersfield 
English 
Jones, John W. 
Albany 
Aero. Engin. 











































































Ag. Eng. & Math. 
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Klokke, Karl Wm. 






New Orleans, La. 
English 
Knepler, William 











Kostal , Lawrence Kotula, Mitchel Koulaouzides, A. Kowobari, Timothy 
Lompoc Chula Vista Greece Nigeria 




Kuder, Stanley P. Jr. 
San D iego 
Mathematics 
La Barbera, John 
San Jose 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Krueger, William 
Coron'<~ Del Mar 
Aero. Engin. 
La Bourde, Linda Laird, Susan 
Riverside San Luis Obispo 













Law, Anna Jean Law, Paul 
Sacramento Lancaster 




Lawrence, Judi Lawrence, Richard Lee, Calvin Lee, D avid Leighty, Dorothy 
Boise, Idaho Sylmar San Fran cisco San Lorenzo San Luis Obispo 
English Mechanical Engin . Architecture Business Admin. Bio. Chemistry 
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A Graduate Is Our Most Important Product 

Leister, Arthur 
San Luis Obispo 
Business Admin. 




LeStrange, Richard Levering, Robert Lewelling, Robert Lewis, Nancy 
Reseda Sacramento San Luis Obispo San Luis Obispo 
Printing Tech. Business Admin. Physical Education Social Sciences 
Li, Tom Hok-Tung 
Oakland 
Electronics Engin. 
Lewis, Suzanne Lindeleaf, Diane 
Willows San Luis Obispo 










Lindquist, Anne Lindsey, James Lindstrom, Edward Livesay, Everett Livingston, Robert 
Creston Bakersfield Pacoima San Luis Obispo Vandenberg AFB 







Lourentzos, Margaret Lovelace, Lavonne 
Salinas Santa Maria 




Lum, Larry R. 
San Fran cisco 
Chemistry 









Lutz, John R. Lynch, Janice Lynch, Steven Mace; Doris 
San 'luis Obispo San Lui Obispo San Luis Obispo Morro Bay 
Business Admin. English Biology Social Sciences 
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As ·The Years Went By Parking Places Became 

Madden, O wen 
China Lake 
Mathematics 
Maehler, Lo ri e 
Orinda 
H ome Economics 
Mag uire, Mary 
Inglewood 
H ome Economics 




Esfa han, Iran 
Electronics Eng in . 




San Luis Obispo 
Home Economics 
Malone, Danie l Manfrina, Maril yn M ann, D onald Mann, Randall Manzo, Enrique 
Sunnyva le Lompoc Van Nu ys San Diego Mexico City 




Martin , James 




Food Process ing 
M artin , Joy 
South Pasadena 
Eng lish 
Martin , Paul 
G rass Valley 
Aero. Engin . 
Martin , Paula 
San Luis Obispo 
English 
Mason, Ch uck 




Electronics Engin . 
Matthews, Dav iJ 
O xnard 
Crops Production 
Matti ce, David 
Sac ramento 
Business Admin. 
Matula, J ohn 
La Mesa 
Aero . Eng in. 
M atthews, Jeffery 
Burlingame 
Bio. Sciences 
M axwell , Carol 





Mauro, Leslee Mause r, Sandra M autz, Barbara May, Libby May, Melinda 
Stockton D os Palos El Cerrito Bakersfield Santa Ana 
Eng lish Business Admin . Social Sciences Socia l Sciences Physica l Education 
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Business Admin . 
McCabe, Patricia 
Rolling Hills . 
Physical Education 
McCune, James F. 











McCurdy, W anda 
Santa Paula 
Social Sciences 
















































McQuade, Brian J. 
Los Gatos 
Mechanical Engin. 
Meldrum, Penny Mello, Frank Menezes, Stanley Merrill , J ames Mielke, Eugene Mieth, Stephen 
Klamath Falls, Ore.Torrance Manteca Hanford Fresno Visalia Electronics Engin. Social Sciences Animal Husbandry Farm Management Ag. Bus. Mgt. Fruit Production 
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A Computer Science Center, New Dorms And 

Miles, Thomas 








Miller, Kenneth Miller, Larry 
Visalia Reedley 
Electronics Engin. Technical Arts 
Miller, Sally 




















Mitchell, Marianne Moen, Dennis Mohamed, Abdu Mohr, Cheri Momberg, Knute Monahan, Joe 
Sacrameto Los Angeles Katsina, Nigeria Culver City Santa Cruz Condon, Oregon 





Moody, Judy Morales, Ernest Morgan, Ron Morgans, Barbara 
Visalia San Gabriel Encinitas Visalia 











































Nagel, Donald J. 
Redondo Beach 
Physics 
Nakahara, Masahiro Nanto, Robert Napier, Richard 
Los Angeles Fresno Beverly Hills 
Architectural Engin . Ornamental Hort. Architectural Engin. 












Nelson, Larry D. Nelson, Richard Nernatzadeh, M. R. Neves, John H . 
Modesto Santa Barbara Tabriz, Iran Tracy 




Ngongi, Amos G. N. 
Victoria, Carnaroons 
Crop Production 
Nichol, Robert E. 
Santa Rosa 
Electronics Engin. 
Nist, Barbara S. 
Ojai 
Poultry 






Noe, Mel E. NoU, Marlynn Norem, Michael Nosier, James C. Nouguier, Peggy A. Nyiira, Zerubabel M. 
Piedmont Atwater Turlock Sebastopol Canoga Park Kampala, Uranga 
Mechanical Engin . Home Economics Electronics Engin. Mathematics English Bio. Sciences 
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Ask Of Packaged College Years, What Held 

Oliver, John Lee 
Reseda 
Electrical Engin. 



























O'Neal, Brian Dennis 
Santa Barbara 
Business Admin . 
















Ag. Bus. Mgt. 

Owen, E. Clifford 
Sonoma 








San Luis Obispo 
Mathematics 




























Parrish, Pauleta Parson, Daryl W. Parsons, Jeanne Paul, John W . Pavese, Janice Peake, Carol 
Oakland Bakersfield San Luis Obispo Manhattan Beach San Luis Obispo Whittier 
Home Economics Farm Management Social Sciences Aero. Engin. Home Economics Elementary Education 
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Pearson, Richard Pedanou, Noel 
San Mateo Togo, West Africa 







Philbrick, Rodney Phillips, James Phipps, Gary Pigeon, Diane 
San Luis Obispo San Carlos Lemoore Wasco 
Aero. Engin. Aero. Engin . Mechanical Engin. English 
Pina, John C. 
St. Helena 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Plaskett, Glenn 
San Miguel 
Ag. Bus. Mgt. 






Pine, Rickie Pinkham, Jeanne 
Cupertino Glendale 












North Bend, Oregon 
Proctor, James 
Santa Ana 




Pupkin, Marc Purdie, John Quan, John Quinn, Mike Qureshi, Shaika 
Garden Grove Santa Barbara San Francisco Stockton Pakistan 
Printing Tech. Technical Arts Electronics Engin. Electronics pngin. Environmental Engin. 
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Almost A Grad Is The Senior; One Step Away 





Theran, I ran 
Mechanical Engin. 
Ramsey, Jean Randall, Donald Rasch, Shirley Raskie, Gary 
La Crescenta Tustin Garden Grove San Luis Obispo 







Rathbun, Craig W. Ratzlaff, Everett Raymond, Bill Rea, Robert 
Glendale Cupertino Sacramento Touchet, Wash. 













Reiner, Virginia Reisman, Linda 
Santa Maria Santa Paula 











San Luis Obispo 
Business Admin. 
Ridgeway, Dale Riley, William 
Bakersfield Morro Bay 
Business. Admin. Mechanical Engin. 
Roberts, Nancy 
Orinda 
Business Admin . 
Ritchie, James Roberts, Jon Roberts, Ted Roberts, Toby Roberts, Wayne A. 
Covina Dallas, Tex. Lockport, IIi. La Crescenta Evans, Colorado 
Pou ltry Meta llurgica l Engin. Mathematics Aero, Engin . Architecture 
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Rude, Terry Ruff, Susan Rugh, Barry Rumbaugh, Paul Rusconi, Frank Russ, Kristine 
Paso Robles Vacaville Downey Sacramento Guadalupe Los Gatos 
Mathematics Home Economics Metallurgical Engin. Electronics Engin. Technical Arts English 
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As Tomorrow Beckons, We Stop to Ask· 

Russell , John 
Ventura 













Samuel, D wight 
Davis 
Business Admin. 







San Luis Obispo 
Business Admin . 




























W ood land Hills 
Mathematics 
.. 







































Schwerm, Francis Scott, Clifford Scott, Neil See, Thomas Seibly, Robert Seif, Gholamali 
H ayward San Luis Obispo Covelo San Pedro Covina Tehran, Iran 
Business Admin. Mechanical Engin. Animal Husban dry Business Admin . Electrica l Engin . Environmental Engin . 
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Sexton, Robert Shamblin, Dale Shahinian, Dick 
Fresno Arroyo Grande Lebanon 
Electronics Engin. Ekctronics Engin. Aero . Engin. 
Shaw, Jim 
San Luis Obispo 
Technical Arts 
Shea rer, Steven 
Sacramento 
Electrical Engin. 
Shelton, Wally Shephard, Larry Shepard, William Shields, Michael 
Seeley Chicago, Ill. Susanville Concord 










Shilling, Sam Shinseki, Alan Sieckowski, Michael 
Camarillo Lihue, H awaii Ridgecrest 










Silva, Mark Simpson, Bruce 

San Luis Obispo Moses Lake, Wash. 














Arch. & Soc. Sciences 
Sinclair, Robert Slater, Ted Sloneker, James Smith, Annette 
Hughson Salinas Stockton Wasco 
Anima l Husbandry Electronics Engin. Industrial Engin . English 
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Raise A Senior The Wrong Way, He Follows; 

Smith, Earl Smith, Eldon Smith, Lamar Smith, Raymond Smith, Stephen Smith, Stuart 
Salinas Napa Santa Maria Newport Beach Port Hueneme La Crescenta 













Snyder, Jeffery Snyder, Margaret 
Sunol Lodi 




Soni, Gurcharan Sorensen, Donald Soriano, Emil Soribe, Festus South, Robert 
Rangoon, Burma Stevinson Grover City Owerri, Nigeria Arcadia 
Industrial Engin. Technical Arts Tech nica l Arts Engineering Architecture 
Spalding, Walter 
Sao Luis Obispo 
Bio. Sciences 
Spaugy, Betty Jane 
Santa Rosa 







Speckman, Bernard Speri, Randall 
San Carlos Yuba City 










Stamatelos, John Stanford, Thomas Stanhope, Terry 
Greece Carmel Newport Beach 
Electronics Engin. Business Admin . El & Mathematics 
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Stapper, Jim Stearns, Lawrence Stebbins, Leland Steffens, Gary 
San Gabriel Menlo Park Newport Beach Cincinnati, Ohio 
Architecture Architecture Mechanical Engin. Architecture 
Steinert, Larry Stelter, Rod Stenhouse, Lanier Stephens, Grady Stevenson, Alan 
Chula Vista Monterey Sacramento Fresno Los Angeles 
Mechanical Engin. Physical Education Mathematics Architecture Electronics Engin. 
Sterling, Joseph 
Washington, D.C. 




Stevenson, Gary Stevenson, Phoebe Stoll, Charles Stone, William 
Los Altos Menlo Park Santa Barbara Lemoore 






Mechanical Engin . 
Sullivan, Bernard 
Santa Monica 
Technica l Arts 
Strauch, Judson Sticker, Larry Stromme, Charles Sturdivant, Ann 
Cayucos Downey Sacramento Rolling Hills 
Social Sciences Architecture Business Admin . Home Economics 









































Taylor, James Thomas, Barbara 
Fresno Glendale 















Ag. Bus. Mgt. 
Thorson, John 













Technica l Arts 
Tokos, Thomas Tolkan, Daniel Tomley, Susan 
Grass Valley Los Angeles Hayward 
Electronics Engin. Ag. Bus. Mgt. English 
Tominaga, Gerald 
Los Angeles 











San D iego 




Toombs, Larry Tosh, Stephen 
Bakersfield San Luis Obispo 
Mechanjcal Engin . Electronics Engin. 
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Electronics Engin . 
Tucker, John Tucker, N ancy Tudor, Elisabeth Turdic, J ames Twogood, Fred ri ck Tyler, Sheldon 
Santa Paula Bonita Albuquerque, N . M. Pleasant Hill Sacramento Palos Verdes 
Business Admin . H ome Economics Social Sciences Electro nics Engin. Electrical Engin. Industria l Engin . 




l os Angeles 
Aero. Engin . 
Van Groos, Christine 
Calabasas 
Social Sciences 
Ubhi , Avtar Singh 
ludhiana, India 
Agricultural Engin. 
Van Norman, Ralph 
San luis· Obispo 
Ornamental H ort. 
Van Groos, J ohn 
W ood land Hills 
Indust ri al Engin . 
Van Tuyle, Jim Varcoe, Ray Vasak, Scott 
Fullerton Santa Maria Moraga 
Architecture Physics Soil Sciences 
























Vasquez, Robert Verburg, John 
San luis Obispo Santa Ana 
Business Admin. Technical Arts 
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Vogt, D aniel 
Santa Clara 
Dai ry Husb. & Farm Mgt. 








Socia I Sciences 
Wadsworth, Joanne 

















Walker, David Walker, Richard Walker, Roger Warner, Lynne Warner, Richard Wasson, Donald 
Caruthers Bakersfield Los Altos Orinda Lodi Long Beach 
Technica l Arts Business Admin . Architecture Home Economics Bio. Chemistry Business Admin. 
Waters, Kent 
Long Beach 
Printing Tech . 
Watson, John 
Arbuckle 










Webb, Junie Rae 
Santa Barbara 
H ome Economics 
Wenqui st, Robert 
Broken Bow, Neb. 
M .themati cs 
Weber, William Welch, Everett Wells, Janis Wells, John W elsh, Carol 
Culver City W ood lake Redlands Long Beach Long Beach 
Physical Education Ag. Bus. Mgt. Home Economics Printing Tech . Home Economics 
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\l(t iIson. Gena 











Wilson , Lloyd 
Buffa lo, N.Y. 
Metallurgica l Engin . 
Wheatley, Sarah 
Arcadia 








San Luis Obispo 





Aero. Engin . 

Wiggins , Colleen 







Socia l Sciences 
















Winn , Albert Witmer, Marilyn Wojcik, Carolyn Wong, Aston Wood, Kathy Wood, Susan 
San Fernando Modesto Fallbrook Kingston, Jamaica Greenfield Porterville 
Aero. Engin. Social Sciences journalism Architecture English English 
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I Know It Has Been Worth It-I Know It Has! 

Woodbridge, Ruth Woodhams, Richard Wooding, Suzanne Woolly, Ann Wong, Sidney Wyatt, Kent 
Stockton Hayward Palo Alto Palos Verdes San Francisco Manhattan Beach 
Home Econ. Ag. Bus. Mgt. Home Econ. Social Sciences Mathematics Physica l Educ. 
Wylie, Gordon Wynn, Larry Wysock, Raymond Yackel, Stanley Yamada, Larry 
Colusa Santa Ynez Santa Barbara Los Osos Orosi 


































Zimpfer, Patrick Zollner, William Cordill, Jeff 
Rolling Hills Sacramento Riverside 






Ar.imal Hu sbandry 
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A SENIOR'SAnd Now A Job: VISIT TO POLYJS 
PLACEMENT 
OFFICE .. 
1- Darry l Aken sizes u p Litton 
Industry adv. tn Placement 
Office. 
2- Pulling out a company brochure and 
application, he takes a positive step ... 
3- .. . fill s out applicat ion, . .. then returns it to the files4­
where a company interviewer 
wi ll scrutinize it. 
5- Then ... the go lden moment. A company interviewer and Aktn h~vc ~ di~loguc, maybt he'll get hired- that is, if Gen . Hershey 
OK's it 1 
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Avila 1 0 2 wtns contest, 3 3 to 3 
Left : A quiet campus during springtime. 

Lower left : Poly breaking at the steam seams. 

Middle : Intermediate girl-watching. 








Finding the going rough, Coach Charles 

Hanks' golf team fought through a hard 

schedule and came out on the short end. Led 

by second year captain, Tom See, the Mus­

tangs were consistently two to three strokes 

behind the opposition. 

Captain Tom See tees off. 
Front Row: Doug Ferguson, Coach Charles H anks, Ken Kraw. Middle Rotl': Lloyd 
DeMartini , Tom See, Pete Pederson. Back Row: Perry Pederson, Ron Doty. 
Ron D oty approaches tee. Lloyd D eMartini fo llows through. 
-
Fro111 Roll': Robert Leonard, Joe McGahan, Jon Jannotta. John Ross, Russ Gilman. Seco11d Rozr: Robert E. Anderson, Jeff Ehritt, Rich MacKirty, 
Greg Piers, Jr. , Jim Williams, Ed Jorgensen. 
Opening the first of 17 dual meets and four tournaments at Stan­
ford, Coach Ed Jorgensen and his Mustang tennis team lost to the Stan­
ford Reserves 6-3. Meeting W estmont at home the netters racked up 
a love match 9-0. 
The Northern California Intercollegiate Championships at Palo 
Alto proved to be too tough for Poly as each member of the team 
was eliminated by the second day. The scheduled UCSB Tournament 
was a victim to the old weatherman. 
San Francisco State met the Mustangs twice and lost twice by 
scores of 4-2 and 8-1. Cal State Hayward was next and again the Poly 
men won 6-3. UCSB also met the racquet squad and came away vic­
torious both times, 7-2 and 7-0. 






Backhand return by Jim Williams earns match point. 
Baseball 
Improved Glovemen Await League 

Miller replaces Gregory after mound conference. 
Left lo Right : Fro11t Row; Craig Sandell , Mike Hay, Lew McDaniel , Dean Treanor, Steve Shank, Tom Everest: Sewnd Row; Craig Brown, Jim Mon­
tano, Ross Stevenson, Gerry Bosch, Mike Maros tica, Chuck Sto ll, Mike i(hols, Chase Gregory: 8<1ck Row; Coach Hicks, Steve Koski, Mike Young, 
Mike Nielsen, Pete Jackovich, Ed D utra, Ken Freeman. Mike Blaine. 
Nielsen eyes dirt ball.Stoll saves wild pitch in the dirt. 
On deck men study opposing pitcher. 
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Mike Nichols swings into home run. 
F1·ont Row: Travis Braswell, Glen Rhyne, Bob Woodward, Art Spring. Second Row: Kenr 
Agler, Bill Jordan, Bob Bradberry, Coach Terry Ward, Tim Hayden, Pete Shank. 





With six returning lettermen in the starting line­
up, the Mustang Baseball Team under Coach Bill 
Hicks opened a 42 game schedule. Coach Terry 
Ward's Colt Baseball Team also opened a long 
schedule. 
In their first encounter, the Mustangs fell to 
UCSB 14-2. UCSB scored 12 times in the first three 
innings and matched the Mustangs two runs in the 
late innings. Five errors by the Mus­
tangs were the difference. Meeting 
UCSB a second time brought the 
score down to 4-2 for UCSB. 
Traveling to USC the Mustangs 
led in the early innings but fell to 
USC's power, 9-4. On to Chapman 
College for a double header and 
two more defeats 12-0 and 4-2, the 
Mustangs continued to play poorly 
in the field. 
Pasadena ·was next on the sched­
ule. Victory finally showed his head 
as the bats and gloves got together 
for a 7-2 win. UCLA turned the 
Mustangs away on two occasions at 
Los Angeles. Ahead in both games, 
Poly fell behind and lost 8-5 and 
6-4. 
Track 
Mustang Cindermen Push For Championship 

Improvement of last year's record is the sight set by Coach Dick Purcell and his Mustang track team. Last season the Mustangs 
grabbed second place in the conference and third in the NCAA Championship. 
Meeting last year's second place NCAA club, UCSB, the Mustangs ran away with an unofficial win, 791f2-63ljz. In the same meet 
the Mustangs left Westmont way behind in a 102-40 stomp. The Striders entered the meet but came nowhere close to the Mustangs. 
A new record in the three mile run was turned in by Eddie Cadena in 14:24.4, eclipsing the old record set in 1966 by Terry Record, 
14:28.7. 
The indoor season saw the Mustangs represented in the bigger West Coast invitational meets. In the Los Angeles Invitational, 
the Mustang mile relay team took first place in 3:25. At the San Diego Invitational the relay team took third in 3:23. Lowering 
their time again, the Mustangs took third in the Los Angeles Times meet at 3:20.5. 
Tom Dullam lets go in high vault. 
Hamp Lee starts drive for 48.8 win in frosh 440. Ruben Smith wins by a lunge in 9.7, 100 yard das h. Jim Edmond· 
son and Leo D eWinter also record 9.7. 
Preston Dixon handing off to Ken Weaver for 42.2 win 
in frosh 440 relay. 
Gary Kerr on way to barefooted 120 yard hurdles win . 
Track 
Spikers Rated As ((The Team To Beat' 
Front left-Sprinters: Ruben Smith, Leo DeWinter, Lanny Stenhouse, James Edmondson Jr., John Morrison . Front center-Hurdlers: Dennis Powers, 
Cadena, J eff James, Ron \Voltman, Rich Arriaga, Ra ul Ri vera, Geo rge Dell aganan, Rich Tidwell, Back Left-Broad Jump: Darryl W. Bandy. Distance: 
Coach Purcell, Howard Erickson. Back Right-Pole Vault: Mark Deit chman, Brian Cruess, Dan Ernstrom, D ave Laur, Tom Dullman. 
Form roll skims high jump bar. 
Poly cindermen sweep the 100. Scott Hayman strides high into third place. 
Don Lowery, James Lowe. Front Right-Distance: D avid Bronzon, Jess Arriaga, Eddy 
Jim Martin, Allan Nerell, Ron Rodman. Back Center-440: Hamp Lee, Preston Dixon, 
Putting the shot draws grimace from Jeff Dunket: . 
Robert E. Kennedy Inaugurated April 3,1968 

A moment of reflection on the crowded stage at the inaugural. 
President Robert E. Kennedy The inaugural procession led by the Mace. 
Dr. Robert E. Kennedy was inaugurated as Cal Poly College President on April 3, 1968. Governor Ronald Rea­
gan delivered the principal add ress. Other distinguished visitors were members of the State Legislature, Chancellor 
Glen Dumke, members of the State College Trustees and many presidents and representatives of other colleges 
and universities. History was made when faculty members fol' the first time at Cal Poly took part in an academic 
procession in full regalia. 
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Nearly two thousand persons-'otudents, faculty and friends-crowd the gymnasium. 
Left: Governor Ronald Reagan delivers the keynote speech. 







1968 Poly Royal Queen Renee Ellis Princess Diana Blake 
Princess Judy MoodyPrincess Melinda MayPrincess Patty Hove 
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The 36th Annual Poly Royal festivities brightened the campus from April 26 
through the gala evening of April 27. Reigning as Queen over the festivities was Miss 
Renee Ellis, a senior Home Economics major from San Jose, California. Miss Ellis was 
sponsored as a Poly Royal Queen Candidate by the Boots and Spurs club. This year's 
exciting Poly Royal was many things to many people and events rang ing from the 
ladies nail driving contest through gyro-copter displays kept visitors constantly enter­
tained. Three rodeos also were presented as were a varied number of school exhibits. 
Taking the Sweepstakes award was an exhibit by the Department of Industrial Tech­
nology. This annual exhibit showed the many facets of the educational process at 
Cal Poly. 
Poly's best beard 
Queen Renee Ellis with her escort Don• Christensen . Princesses and escorts : Patty Hove, Pete 
DeMont; Judy Moody, Jon Sunderland; Diane Blake, Mike McLaughlin ; Melinda May, Tom 
Meeker. 
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Poly Royal ( cont'd) 
Rodeo 
Pam Edy wins honors for most points. 
Stock horse class shows steer control. 
Winner in slide stopping. 
right: Bucking Horse competition . 
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Poly Royal 
Is For Everyone 
The feminine co-ed stresses her point. 
Oink-slurp ... 
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Poly Royal ( cont'd) 
A Country Fair On A College Campus 

Music provided by the Chrome Plated Junk Band. 
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Grand Sweepstakes winner was the Industrial Technology department. 
l 

The monorail built by the mech . engineering lab provides Nancy McGuire takes a check on the livestock. 
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Or Any Of Your Other Needs 
SOMETHING NEW HAS BEEN ADDED - OVER 
2000 TITLES OF PAPERBACKS HAVE BEEN ADDED 






Ten Inch Dual 
Base Log Log 
Exponential Rule 
Plus Six Inch 
Pocket Log Log 
Here is a deluxe set designed for 
the man who works with a slide rule 
constantly - a powerlog exponential 
speed rule for the desk plus a six inch Dual 
Base Log Log for the vest. Available in either Eye-Saver 
Yellow (ES) or White (T). complete with definitive instruc­
tion manual covering both rules. Please specify color 
when ordering. Both rules have their own handsome, top 
grain leather cases. 
All Items Advertised Are 

A vail able At The Bookstore. 





H. R. S. Drawing 
Pen Set, with 
table clamp. Con­
tainerkeeps 
p o i n t s moist, 
ready for instant 
use. Can hold up 




Official Class Ring Jewelers 













Students who think of quality first 

think first of Ross Jewelers 







Cal Poly's Favorite Jeweler 

"The Diamond Store in San Luis Obispo" 

799 Higuera 543-6364 
FRED LUCKSINGER 
MOTORS, INC. 
895 PALM • Phone 543-2800 






Your Authorized Porsche 

Dealer - Stop by Soon 

For A Demonstration Drive 
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higuera street tobacco shoppe ·foothill store delicatessen 
CORK N' BOTTLE features a complete assortment of party accessories, 
snacks, refreshments, and magazines. A smoking department is in­
cluded at both stores with such items as pipes, tobaccos, cigars, lighters, 
cigar and cigarette holders and pipe racks. Both stores offer Poly stu­
dents a seven-day-a-week check-cashing service. 
CORK N' BOTTLE 

1212 Higuera Streer 774 Foothill Boulevard San Luis Obispo 
SAN LUIS OBISPO SAVINGS 
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION 
1020 Marsh St. in San Luis Obispo 
"worth taking an interest in:" 
5 °/o current annual rate 

'mterest compounded daily 

Large Selection of Social 

and Contemporary Stationery 

Candies . . . Games . . . Gifts and 

Party Accessories for Every Occasion 





894 FOOTHILL BLVD. SAN LU IS OBISPO 
(College Square) TELEPHONE 544 -33 03 
interest is declared 
quarterly . 
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The Cal Poly Alumni Association offers the graduate an opportunity to maintai·n 
ties with college friends and with the campus. Life membership in the association 
has specific advantages for the graduate. The association sponsors and promotes 
regional and sectional activities. An alumni mailing list is maintained . The alumni 
association works closely with the placement office at Cal Poly. Alumni can enjoy 
extra Homecoming activities. 
ED SLEVIN, President OWEN SERVATIUS, Secretary 
For in forma tion contact, Director Alumni Affa irs, Ca l Poly , San Luis O b ispo 
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THE STUDENT OF TODAY 
Who will be . .. 
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SENIORS 
Your face is your fortune . . .. . ... . . . .. . . . 
When you interview for employment 
When you need a Personnel photo 
When you submit a photo with your resume 
THE EXCELLENCE OF OUR PHOTOGRAPHIC WORK 
is on display in this eqition of 
El Rodeo's Senior Sections . . . .. .. . . .. . 
If you need more prints of your Senior photo, 

or if you wish to order photos of 

any size, simply contact us 

for prompt, reliable service 

We guarantee satisfaction- you must be pleased 
or we refund your money 
Dunlap Turney Photography 
524 North Brand Blvd. 
Glendale, California 91203 
Telephone: Area 213, 243-3196 253 
thinking about OFF CAMPUS? 

make your move to 

);lustanp Vii/ape Apartments 

1192 FOOTHILL AT CALIFORNIA - 543-4950 

ADD AN EXCITING NEW DIMENSION TO YOUR COLLEGE LIFE 

Men &Women Apartments For 1-2-3-4 Students Available 

Sommer, Charles 
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Spielberger, Linda .. 21 () Stevenson, Alan ... 211 Sullivan, Bennie 41 Tellew, Fuad* 1R 
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lJ rbach, Roy ..... . . . 4 1, 42 Wi lson, D onald 67W atje, Glenn 79 
Ushe r, Chuck . .. . 149 Wilson. Gena .. 2 15 W atson, Ha ro ld ''' 22 z
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Wi lson , Mike ... 7 1, 2 15 
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Winter, Thomas 81Vano ni , Mike 74 W ebber, Bob ... 71 Z wi ng man. D avid 611 
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that my constant, almost 24-hour LV1111J4UJIJ)u 
a year-book sabbatical, I will now have to consider other alter­
natives for my evenings and weekends. PArt.'"""' even open a text-book instead 
of a color guide or a type style book. Y , is past. I am oh so happy, and 
at the same time exfremely sad. What we not do if we were given, or had 
time to accept a second chance. 
The completion of every project to check the product against 
what had been planned, to see where provement could be made. Im­
provement after the fact is always 
There may be some room for con criticism on style and content, 
but there can be no possible negative on effort expended. Included 
in effort expended column must be the student body for 
their cooperation, the photo bureau 
staff . . . the genuinely concerned 
and security departments for all their 
extra effort to help us. Lastly, I would 
staff for their contributions, and their 
gruff demeanor. 
The yearbook's function is to 
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